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DENTAL BOARD IN SESSION
Albuquerque, N. M-- Jan. 31. The
New. Mexico Board of Dental Exam
iners is in session here,' examining ap
plicants for licenses to practice dent
istry in the territory. The members
of, the board in attendance are: Dr.
F. E. Olney, of Las. Vegas, president;
.Dr. M. J, Moran, of Deming. secre
tary, and Dr. E. J, Alger, of AlbuquerThe examinations are being
que.
WfcST
WINS
NOTABLE
FIGHT held in the Commercial
club and there FA I MEK AND ONE SON
AGAINST
EASTERN
are four applicants Harold Van Bar"
AND
OUTR;GHT AND SECOND SON
SOUTHERN STATES
comb, of Clovis, Wesley M. Cabe, of
.
WOUNDED
Laa Vegas; Alice May Whitmarsh, fl
FB. Crum,
Parker, Ariz., and
of

oouta u is me tneory of the offibegun at once."
O. L. Gregory:
cers that McClure had caught - the
"I have lived
Las Vegas a long time and have en
Howes in the act of robbing a car of
corn on the side track at Abo, or had
deavored to boost for the good of the
town. A sewer is something we need,
traced them to their ranch a short
If cash down will help the cause,
distance away by a trail of corn from
baven't forgotten how to ' draw
the car to the ranch house, and that
check."
in attempting to arrest them he was
W. J. Fugate:
shot dead the body afterward being
"The plan looks
v
good to me."
dumped into the well by the murderLUUULU
EVERY PROPERTY OWNER ANXI
re. e. rtayes:
ers. Howe had lived
"Put my name on
for many
OUS FOR IMPROVEMENT AND
the list. I have 100 feet and have
years. He married an Indian woman INSURRECTOS
HAVE
COLONEL
the cash ready."
who is the mother of the two
READY TO PAY
boys
DORANTE'3 MEN BADLY CU'f
H. S. Van Petten:
who accompanied him on the flight to
"The best plan
TO PIECES
that could have been evolved. A sew
Merco which resulted in his own
MANY ALREADY PLEDGE CASH er is wnat we neea ana wnen we NEW MEXICO
death
and
WILL BE HELPED Magdalena. ,
one
that
of
his
sons.
of
.
.
REVENUE OFFICER KILLED
,v .
have it completed, if we adont the
r
FIGHTING STILL CONTINUES
Suspects Caught Here
unaer suspicion of having been
COMMITTEE'S PLAN MEETS WITH committees plan, we will find we have l
HUGHES
LEAVES
OF. PEOPLE WILL
MUU8ANDS
$5,000,000
saved money."
MURDERERS
OF M'CLURE
and
HEARTY ENDORSEMENT OF
AL Frank Howe, the Indian
uenver, jan- - a. information was
PASS THROUGH NEW STATE
rrea westerman: "I endorse the
his two sons, who are accused of the GENERAL LUQUE, AFTER LOSING
"
MOST
WIPED
IN
out
OUT
FIGHT
given
SUBSTANTIAL NATURE
today by Gerald Hughes,
ENRCJUTE TO COAST
plan and want in on it."
.ONE HUNDRED MEN IS 8UR-- .
murder of Santa Fe Special Officer
eldest son of the iate- United States
,V"
FOR FREEDOM ' "
simon and Isaac Bacharach: "We
John A. McClure 'in Abo Pass five
ROUNDED AT OJINAGA
(senator Hughes,, that the senator
days ago, three men arrested this
OPTIC'S PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN are both enthusiastically in favor of PANAMA CANAL CELEBRATION had 'died intestate The senator lett
the plan. Put our names on th
an estimated estate of 15.000.000 in ESCAPING TO OLD MEXICO morning in the Santa Fe yards by FOOD
list."
SUPPLUNTIRELY CUT
deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena. The
BRINGING
MANY SEWER SUPHerman llfeld: "I favor it Got PROBABLY BE GREATEST SHOW value, which goes to his widow and
men closely resembled the Howes, be
three sons, who reside In Denver, and WHEN OVERTAKEN BY OFFICERS
a pencil? Let me sign the list."
PORTERS TO FRONT WITH
'
EVER ATEMPTED IN HISTORY
ing of dark skin and of the same REBEL8 SEEM TO HAVE BEST OF
Wallace
daughter Mrs.'' .William
AND IMMEDIATELY OPENED
M.
N. Chafin: "Why is it so good
PLEDGES OF CASH
height and baild.. It was learned a
t
who lives - at Knoxville,
WORLD
.OF
".
Woodruff,
IT IN THE FIGHTING
a scheme was not evolved long ago?
;.
FIRE
short
time after the arrest had been
'
Tenn.
v
TODAY
made, however, that the Howes had
. Though, the members of the Citi Let's get busy now and build that
Washington, Jan.
Francis
been
Fort
late
Jan.
zens committee realized that in the sewer."
Hancock,
captured
In
Tex.,
Fort
yesterday
VOTED FOR DOUBLE TRACK
F. J. Gehrlng: "Do I "favor the co will be the scene of the big Panama
Fretidio, Tex., Jan. 31, Federal
Tex.
plan for immediate sewer construc- sewer
New . York, Jan. 31. A meeting rangers late yesterday afternoon ef Hancock,
In 1915. By a vote of 259
exposition
construction
under Colonel Dorante which
I cetnlnly
plan?
the
Accordingly
tion which they announced Saturday
suspects were rethe executive committees ef the fectually put an end to the flight of
do. How could any good citizen Mil to 43 the house of representatives this
sustained heavy losses ' during
leased.
The
sheriff's
the
office
had
before
the
the
and
peonight they
placed
afternoon adopted the joint resolution Union Pacific and Southera 'Pacific f; B., Howe, and his two sons, Guy
to favor it?"
local secret service men of the Santa Ashling Iclween Ojinaga and C'wame
.
ple of Las Vegas the simplest,
lines
voted
for complete double ana KODert, who Bhot and killed L. Fe
today
jonn H. Clark: "This lo:e like favoring that city instead of New Orhave been watching the case very recently, were attacked at Boqullllta
cheapest and most satisfactory means business. Laa
leans, which has been a close com- tracking of their lines from the Mis- K.
Vcf.as
own
McClure,
ofa
property
Santa Fa secret
closely and have been giving a close yesterday morning by insurrectos. Tha
of otbaining for the city the one mod- ers
should not overlook such a good petitor for the honor. The resolution souri river to San Francisco. They ficer in Abo, N. M., five
scrutiny to all tramps and hoboes fighting still continues.: It ia believed
The
ago.
days
ern Improvement of which it stands in
to secure a moirn sew gives government recognition to the also voted to double track the Oregon elder Howe and his son Guy, 17 years tiK.-- xne muraer. The men
the federal have lost many men.
most need, they have been mode than opportunity
arrested
exposition and invites ail the foreign Short Line from its junction with the of
er system."
this
were
Outgeneraled and defeated with a
killed
age,
were
morning
outright,
beating their way
gratified with the approval that has
Union Pacific at Grangor, Wyo., to while
loss of more than one hundred
George A. FleiLirg: "Now we ar. nations to participate. The. exposiRobert
")rth- - Thev got off a
was
s
seriously
injured
train
been given the plan by the citizens
' and
freight
tion will be the largest world's fair Huntington, Ore.
,
killed, the 'federal forces under
not recover. The blood of af the extreme south end of the local
may
and property owners. They had exever held in the United States, ac(Continued on Page Eight)
McClure is not the only crime the yards. They had not been In town General Luque are divided and cooped
pected approval to come from a macording to present plans. It will bring
Howes
will have to expiate, as they lone before Deputy Sena arrested all in Ojinaga and Cuchllllo Parrado.
jority; instead, it appears at present
.many thousands of visitors from all
General Luque, with less than one
EXPLAINS
shot
while resisting arrest, Of them.
yesterday,
as though every property owner in HEAVY WEIGHT JOE
the foreign countries and the various
hundred
men occupies Ojinaga and
a
United
States revenue officer and a
the city will favor the plan and its
states. The opportunity of seeing the
Colonel Dorante with about two hun
Texas
of
the
Justice
form
The
peace.
adoption will be unanimous.
great soutnwest, which before t 19,1 :
dred cavalry is at Cuchllllo Parrado.
er was Kinea wniie tne latter was NEW YORK FAILS TO
McCRAY IS DEAD will
Reporters for The Optic interviewhave begun upon its rapid dsvel
Insurreotos occupy every road leadseriously
Injured.
ed a number of prominent men and
opment under statehood wHl fce ap- PHRASEThe Howes
were wanted 'or
ELECT SENATOR TODAY ing to both towns and will not permit
FREQUENTLY ENCOUNTheavy taxpayers concerning the "pay- - COLORADO WRESTLER PROBABLY predated by the fair vi&MV
The
provisions nor forage to be carried in.
the
of
Santa
Officer
Fe
killing
special
ERED IN HIGH CLASS ANCIENT
exhibition will mean much for , the
pian oi sewer wuauuf
e
Following the rebel ambuscade at
DIED AT AMARILLO, TEXAS,
McClure at Abo Pass last Wednesday- man
LITERATURE
' .
tlon. They did not find a single
last week, where he lost mora
development of the west.
,
New SITUATION IN COLORADO
of
the
officers
Closely
pursued
by
LAST
NIGHT
who obiected to the scheme. A few
than one hundred killed, Col. Dorant i
UNCHANGED WITH
Mexico mounted police and ' railway
Jan.- - 31. What ' is detectives,
men were found who were not thor'.
Sunday led U men from his place
Washington,
ONE
t
WOMAN
reached
IN
the
FIELD
vicinity
they
Denver, Jan. 31. Stanley Lake, th WEALTH TO HISTORICAL SOCIETY th meaning of the phrase, "Go to of Fort Hancock
ot refuge with the evident intention
oughly posted on the working of the
, early yesterday
New
31.
York.
a
Jan.
wrestler who died at Amarillo, Tex.,
Leaving
of avoiding the mountain trulls where
- '
court 'of the r.ioraing on a freight t.mln. '
The.'iprtme
31,
Albany.
Jon.
Y,,
plan. After this had been explained
Although
the result of injuries larger bequest to her coachman than United States may be called upon to
tha chances
to them several Joined heartily in the last night as
Attempting to cross the Rio Gronde tfrelv ballots have been taken by the bush were of anoftef tosurrecfoBir:- in n. vnwMtni Vmnt wUh Tno to any or ner relatives, tne wmoicath hand down its
received
plentiful. The rebels nnlrir
said
Old Mexico they" were halted 1y stat. legislature the senate deadlock
they
upon
into
touching
opinion
Scheme. Many taxpayers
is believed to be Toe erlne Augusta de Peyster, filed here, the intrkacieb of that
17 oivinea
Dorante's purpose, flankforc United States Customs Guard Tom LJ remains
same.
the
Apparently
would be willing to subscribe to pay Mayes Saturday,
of Longmont,, Colo., heavy- makes the New York Historical
ible ' phrase..- ' The point was raised O'Connor and Justice' or the Peac4 there is no weakening of thesupport- - ed him, and when the file attempted
for sewer facilities at a much higher MoCray
Miss
her
y
principal beneficiary'
weight champion of Colorado.
in the contempt case, against Samuel M. R. Hemly. The bandits at once ters of the various candidates. Poli to pass through a canyon at Boqnillita
figure than that at which, construction
17 and he de Peyster, a wealthy member of one
was
married
January
Gompers, John Mitchell ' and Frank opened fire on the officers and O'Con ticians are predicting, however, that a murderous fire met them. The fedcost is estimated by Engineer George
and his bride were on a honeymoon of the oldest families in New'"York, Morrison, officials of - the ' ' American nor received : a bullet through the a landslide for one or the other can- erals Blowly forced them back in the
E. Morrison.
died January 25, having no near relaThe
Federation of Labor. Included in the lung. He was carried mortally wound didates will occur soon. The Sheehan direction of Cuchllllo Parrado.
M. Cunningham, when asked trip.
Tr
her only nexf of kin being four
insurrectos are hurrying reinforce
tives,
forces
not
have
died
he
evidence
If
where
to
ed
to
a
said:
yet
ranch
show,
up
given
produced
hope.
possible
nearby,
the
of
plan,
what he thought
ments. Yesterday more than three
grand nephews and nieces." The his- that Mr. Gompers had violated the before medical aid could ibe summon'
McCray Known In New Mexico
"Sewer facilities are an absolute neestate
all
real
hundred
her
torical,
gets
society
Insurgents passed through
'
who
man
Joe McCray is the
injunction
boycotting, v the ed. Justice of the Peace HemJy was !;" Speer Still Lelads In Colorado
poRsltv in Las Vegas. I think the
to
Mulato
aid in the fight against
aid the residue of her personal estate Bucks Stove against
Mex
New
in
attention
considerable
31.
wound
Jan..
and Range company, of shot through thearm, but his
Denver,
Apparently .the Dorante. The-- '
committee has evolved a good plan,
Miss
are
insurrectos
after
declare
paid.
bequests
specified
ico nearly a year ago by defeating
St. Louis, was. the alleged statement is not believed to be serious
legislative assembly is; as far from
I am willing and anxioua to see work
Dorante
never
her
will
to
left
Thomas
de
be
Klerman,
permitted
Peyster
Simon
in
Deshler, champion heaVyweight
the election of
Afer shooting down the officers the making a choice
written by", him dealing with injunc
fofiinin as soon as possible. Put my
de
return to town but will be cut to
$5,000 and all Miss
coachman,
a
in
in
of
bout
wrestler
the
senator
a
t)f
States
succeed
to
fled
direction
'United
the
in
territory,
tions
and
boycotts and concluding it desperadoes
name in the list of those who will
harthe late Senator Hughes, as it was pieces at the foothills.
Albuquerque. Several Las Vegas fana Peyster's horses, carriages and be- it said, withthe phrase, "Go to
." Sierra. Blanca. Four Texas ranger
agree to pay for the work as fast as it saw
fixtures.
and
stable
ness
The.
eta
the
bout
McCray was expected
from
who
,Ysl
were
summoned,
yesterday. Speer and his forces still
"I asked Mr. Gompers what he
is completed."
Federals Retake Sonora
cal- quests to relatives are chiefly of heirl- meant
'of
a
in
national
the
Mexico
to
become
New'
officers
champion
the
appear
strong, while Adams is not out
en
said
I
Mr.
,bavenport,
course
joined
by that,"
Harry W. Kelly: "Of
ooms.
.
Mex., Jan. 31. Shuarlpa,
Cananea,
,
Howes
Gotch
race
each
Jeffries
means.
prowoman
the
of
and
iber.
with
One
the
one of ttie counsel is' addressing the chase and caught Up
by any
dorse the plan. . It is a good one and
was
retaken last Friday by
Sonora,
Robert was voted for, receiving one vote.
nounced him a comer.
court. "He said he did not. mean about 9 o'clock Tast pight.
nobody can afford not to take advant
the
federal
forces
after two days of
was
shot
DRAG POND'S FOR BODY'
what; I thought he meant. t He said Howe, the younger son,
age of it."
Severlano Talamantes, forfighting.
sent
first
"the
the
voliey
as he had heen reading ancient! literature through
New York, Jan.
leg by
S. B. Davis, Jr: . "By all means BOGUS BANKER
mer federal colonel, who commanded
HAS
CITY LIBRARY ENJOYS
variable as March winds, continue to and had often run across the phrase. after the fleeing robbers.' Leaving
let ua have a sewer system. The
the rebels is among the prisoners.
the
to
be
man
captured,
surround the mysterious y, disappear- I might have told him that I had the wounded
man is a good one and I hope I have
TROUBLE AHEAD ance of Dorothy Arnold how missing seen such a phrase nowhere In fathef' and elder sop continued their INCREASED PATRONAGE
the opportunity to take advantage of
Railroads Still Blocked
from her New York home for nearly Shakespeare or in the Bible,' words flight, firing as' they ran.. Finally the
it"
El Paso, Tex., Jan. 31 -- Train serin
a
thicket
surrounded
were
two
men.
A. M. Adler: "I will be delighted "MR. PERKINS OF LONDON" ALSO 50 days. The case, to all Intents is spelled with a dash."' The court then
MANY PEOPLE NOW VISIT THE vice south to Mexico
City is still
where it was when- counsel for family laughed and "Mr. Davenport passed on and. the officers prepared for an all
of the opportunity to pledge cash pay
No trains have arrived from
blocked.
"
AND
BUILDING
SPEND
HAS MANY THINGS HE CAN'T
HOURS
how
an
about
In
hour,
night siege,
first sought aid through publicity; In to another point.
.'Vi-ment for the sewer. I think the price
the south since Sunday morning, eith
THERE .
V- EXPLAIN
ever, both men emerged from' their
sheer desperation the family has inis reasonable. I would he willing to
from Mexico City or Chihuahua.
er
blaz
and
hand
in
hiding .place, rifles,
voked the aid of the police to go ovei
pay as high as $1.25 a linear foot if
Rebels tore up the track. Troops have
offi
of
31.
the
A
direction'
Is
of
warrant
the
the
in
.
Jan.
in
away
Tex.,
Patronage
city library
Dalhart,
ing
the confines of Central Park foot by MINE WORKERS TO
necessary to get a sewer system. Las
cers. The officers returned the" fire creasing rapidly. According-t- o the li- sent out to endeavor to restore traf
to swindle has foot and to drag the park lakes. and
vorn needs sewers. Let's have charging conspiracy
"
and both men fell dead. The "bodies brarian, Miss Rowland, 130 people vis fic.
been sworn out here against Charles ponds. This probably will begin tothem."
LAWS
THEIR
AMEND
In
New
were
York
to
H.
said
Meeker
be
brought to, El Paso this morn ited the library Saturday. The daily
sew
morrow.
.
.
Ben Lewis: "Sure, we need
of
as was also the survivingflon, who average of books loaned and utiliza
banks
WOOL MARKET IMPROVING
The
extradition.
;
ing
v, r
to
fighting
best
get
the
way
is
i
ers and this
is not believed to be fatally Injured tion of the reading rooms is increas
Boston, Jan. 31. While the wool
Clayton, New Mexico, Texline, Tex.,
them."
WATCHMAN
IS HELD
JOHN MITCHELL, MUST , CHOOSE Sierra Blanca, where the men were ing.: It ia
which
hoped by the library board market is still in a state of considerE. G. Murphey: "The plan cannot and New York brought charges
San Francisco, Jan. 31. W. J." Fit ' BETW EEN TWO GREAT OR- - ; killed is' 105 miles east of EI Paso, but that the increase will continue, as the able
is
Indictments.
in
It
resulted
several
there have been
uncertainty
"
h beat for simplicity. From every
a
'
70, and for twenty years
.
more patrons the institution has- the signs of
fa. In, El Paso county.- ,
GANIZATIONS
charged that Meeker and "H. L. Per- gerald,
during the
standpoint it is a good one."
Mail
on
Pacific
watchman
the
trusted
in
wanted
t.New
were
Howes
The
Its
to
becomes
several
week.
value the city,
Announcement of higher prices
greater
"I am sorry kins of London," established
Charles Greenclay:
In this city, '
Mexico for the murder of L. K. Mc- - Friends of the library are urged to In fancy overcoatings and serges act
banks in the southwest and obtained Steamship company's dock
. a
at
the
Jan.
vote
been
o.,
Columbus,
have
couldn't
name
my
the
resld-in- a
a large sum of money on bogus Lon was arrested today while leaving
help it: along by donations of current ed as a stimulus on raw wool trading
of 446 to 314 the convention of the" Clure, a railway special agent,
head of the list." wharf with about $400 worth of smug'
of literature and books.
Robberies
Albuaueroue.
in
while a marked feature was the cleandon
exchange.
Workers
of
Mine
America
adopttoday
James S. Duncan, sr: "From the
on his person. He was
opium
gled
Abo', on the Eastern
at
car3
freight
ing up of many lots of odds and ends
of
I
constitutional
the
the
ed
favor
the
report
standpoint of a taxpayer,
taken before U. S. Commissioner
of scoured wools. Prices are generRailway of New Mexico, had become
an
.. recommends
which
committee,'
sewer construction plan and cheer- HEAVY
SNflWSLlDE
Wright and held to' answer, to the amendment to the constitution affeot-in- frequent and McClure, with another TENDERLOIN CLOSED;
ally steady.
fully agree to pay cash. I am sorry
federal grand jury with ball fixed at
there
officer had been-sen- t
Fe
Santa
so
if
do
to
The
chance
amendment,
have
the
not
membership.
I did
r - - !
PHILADELPHIA AWAKE COLORADO WOMAN GETS, VOTE
carried on roll. call,? will require John to investigate. When he rain on
HILLS THREE MEN $500.
a long time ago."
"reached a
traveled
which
officers
the
either
to.
his
in
four
lots
Mitchell
forfeit
have
"I
position
J. C. Johnsen:
Denver, Jan. 31. A woman was giv
i
ARCHBISHOP RYAN BETTER ,; with the National Civic Federation or statipn some distance from Xbo the
en a vote for United States senator
the proposed sewer district. I am TEN OTHERS REPORTED MISSING
MAKES
SMALLPOX
A
STIR
IN
THE
Philadelphia, 'Jan; 31. Archbishop sever his connection with the United other officer got off to send, a telepleased to agree to pay for the work
QUAKER CITY MANY DOC- - ... today in the Colorado legislature. In
The officer missedtle train
AND ARE PROBABLY BURIED
condition was reported to be Mine Workers. The amendment stip- gram.
Ryan's
tne
otner
time
of
Jo'nt ballot, Representative McKenzIe,
advance
any
it in.
'
TORS ACTIVE
BY AVALANCHE
slightly improved today. At the cathe- ulates that all miners becoming mine and McClure proceeded alone oh his
of Custer county, voted for Mrs.' Kath- council desires. Here is a good chance
This was last
dral residence it was said the vener- bosses, superintendents, members of dangerous m'ssion.
erine McCook, former state superinfor Las Vegas to show it is
men able prelate was resting and there the National Civic Federation or other Wednesday.:. Hearing nothing from , Philadelphia,- Jan. 31.-- One of the tendent of
31. Three
Salt
Jan.
Lake,
public schools. No elecdate.",
recurrence of the sink- organizations allied with the employer McClure, the next day more Santa Fe most sweeping quarantines in the his- tion resulted from
Dr. H. W. Heymann: "A good plan, were reported killed and ten others had been no
today's Vote.
officers!--, were sent to Abo.- .'thor- tory, of the city was put into effect
missing as a result of a snow slide ing spells that had caused alarm earier class. shall be ineligible to memberI favor It."
ough search revealed mo trace of the today following the discovery
that ATTEL NOT SERIOUSLY
ship in the United Mine Workers.
Dr. F. H. Crail: "This looks like at the Utah coalition mine; In Big in the day.
HURT
Resmissing man. The next day another smallpox, had broken in the tendernear'Alta.
Cottonwood
of
means
canyon,
easiest
and
31.
the simplest
Jan.
Cleveland,
Abe
O.,
At.tel.
search was made and the .body of the loin district The section was roped
cue parties have gone but from here '
PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLES
INVESTIGATION FIZZLES
featherweight
getting a sewer system, which is some
of
champion
pugilist
unfortunate
officer was found, hang1 off. and every one found within the
"now or . London,' Jan.. 31.. The second parand also from Park City.' A heavy rDanville, Jan.
the world, who fractured1 his should
thing that is an absolute necessity In
head
a
downward
in
well.
toing
can
tbei
was
in
policedeep
rain storm is prevailing
boundary
never day in, the. Vermillion county liament of King George assembled
compelled er during a bout with Tommy Kilbsne
Tjas Vecas."
an office grand' Jury Investigation of vote traf- day with little coremony, the spectac- Four bullet wounds were in the body to submit to vaccination, One hun last
F. O." Blood: "What do I think of yon. The men killed were in
night, will be able to fight ftsain
were In a fic came to a close last night, The ular function being reserved for next The Howes Ivere at once suspected of dred "plrysicians and a large force of within two
the committee's plan? I think it is building and the missing
months, according to at:
Poth buildings were over- answer of the 'granct jurors
in Monday.) when. the King and. Queen the doed and officers Immediately police Entered the district where 3,000 tending
The fracture isndt
O. ft. I am the only and Original bunk house.
surgeons,'
took
theitftrall
which
led toward th persons were vaccinated.
"'
will operf the proceed In.TS ip; sfats.
vestigate vote selling as "'Never."
(,
serious. ;.' .
i 'J
wr booster and I would cheerfully whelmed by the avalanche.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY, JANUARY 31,

TOTAL VOTE CAST

WILL EXCEED

40J00
OUT OF THIS NUMBER BUT 12,000
WILL BE FOUND REGISTERED
AGAINST

CONSTITUION

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 31. It seems
certain, from corrected returns received here, that the total vote cast
In the election January 21, will exceed
40.0U0. Twenty-oncounties sire a
majority for the constitution of 16,769
and 10,092 votes against it
With
five counties still to be heard from It
Beems likely that the total vote
against the constitution will not ex
ceed 12,000 and the total majority for
the constitution will probably reach
e

18,000.

Returns from Lincoln show that the
county went 31 majority against the
constitution In a total vote of 1200
out of 3,000 registered voters. Guada
lupe gave a majority of 331 out of a
total vote cast of 1,553.
The vote by counties:
For
Agst. Majty.
1009
1417
Bernalillo
2426
348
1577
Chaves
1925,
1570
Colfax ...........2055
485
704
444
260
Curry
399
931
Dona Ana ......1330
71
231
Luna
,. 802
1269
298
971
Eddy
909
535
374
Grant
331
611
942
Guadalupe
838
761
77
McKinley
685
1397
712
Mora
349
875
526
Quay
1072
1139
67
Sandoval
836
1542
706
Rio Arriba
1576
1204
2780
San Miguel

TO DISCUSS TARIFF
Washington, Jan. 3L Whether or
not the National Association of Wool
Manufacturers shall indorse the administration plan of tariff revision, in
cluding the tariff commission idea.
probably will be made known at the
association's annual meeting and dinner in this city tomorrow. No group
of men In the country is more deeply
concerned in the proper revision of
the customs duties, than are the wool
manufacturers. Recently many of the
great woolen manufacturers of New
England and other sections are said
to have come around to the view that
one of the results of the work of the
tariff board will be to protect their in'
terests.
The plans for the dinner to follow
meet
association's
the
annual
'
ing tomorrow are of unusual signifi
cance. The special guests will be the
three members of the tariff board,
and Chairman Henry C. Emery will
make an address. Other speakers will
be Vice President Sherman, Senator
Lodge of Massachusetts and Senator
Warren of Wyoming. The members
of the senate finance, and house ways
and means committees, also have been
Invited to the dinner.

COUNTY SEAT ROW

TO HIGHER COURT
BOTH
AND CARRIZOZO
DESIRE TO BE CAPITAL CITY
OF LINCOLN COUNTY ,

LINCOLN

Santa Fe, N. M. Jan. 31. The su
preme court was again in session today, there being present: Chief Jus
tice Pope, Associate Justices McFle,
Parker, Abbott, Mechem, Wright, Roberts; U. S. Attorney David J. Leahy,
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy,
29T'
2643
2346 Deputy Marshal Chaves and Supreme
Santa Fe
1232 Court Clerk Jose D. Sena.
1429
197
Valencia
The court disposed of the following:
208
532
740
Torrance
Case No. 1350, S. T. Gray and Robert
Gray, appellants, vs. Robert H.
8156 17,089
Totals
25,245
et al., appellees. Argued and
Taylor,
Against the Constitution
is known as the
For
Agst. Majty. submitted. This
case
of Carrizozo and
seat
county
268
645
377
San Juan
former
the
being the new
Lincoln,
31
649
580
Lincoln
and Lincoln dethe
of
county,
21 capital
711
Roosevelt ....... 690
siring to retain it. This case has no
320 bearing on the quo warranto proceed1616
1936
Totals
ings but will determine whether injunction is 'proper or not and wheth16,769
Net majority
er the work on the building of the
court house at Carrizozo can be conMILWAUKEE 65 YEARS OLD
tinued.
Milwaukee, Wis., Jan.. 31. Flags
Case No. 1377. J. L. House vs. W.
were dtswjayed on public Duimings 10- Hittson, docketed and judgment
urt i8 affirmed. - The
day in oLservant'4 of the city's eetii of the iower
a
With
popubirthday anniversary.
Judgment Is for $200.
lation of about 10,000 persons, Milwaukee was incorporated on January
DRY FARMING CONGRESS '
31, 184C. The Jast census gives her
Dickinson, N. D., Jan. 31. A large
a population of nearly 375,000.
and representative attendance marked
the opening of the convention here today called to perfect the organization
$100 Reward, $100
The readers of this paper will be of the North Dakota Dry Farming conpleased to learn that there is at gress. The session (will last Jwo days
least one dreaded disease that science and will be addressed
by a number of
has been able to cure in all Its
movement
In
leaders
the
farming
dry
stages, and that Is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure Among the number are J. H. Worst,
now known to the medicinal frater- president of the International
Dry
nity. Catarrh being a constitutional Farming Congress,
and
John T.
constitutional
a
disease, requires
ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Burns, executive secretary of that
Internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces
of the
system, thereby destroying the founCOUNT TO LECTURE ON PEACE
dation of the disease, and giving the
31. Coupt Albert
patient strength by building up the Berlin, Jan.
the distinguished Hungarian
constitution and assisting nature In
doing is work. The proprietors have statesman and advocate of peace,
so much faith in its curative powers sailed on the
Kronprinz Wilhelm tothat they offer One Hundred Dollars
After first paying
York.
for
New
for any case that' it. fails to cure. day
his respects to President Taft and
Send for list of testimonials.
Address! F. J. CHENEY & CO., ,To- - former President Roosevelt the Count
1 do, O.
will start on a lecture tour of the
Sold by Druggists, 75o
be
Take Hall's Family Pills for con United States. His subject will
"The World's Peace."
stipation.

MIAN

VOTES ON NEW CHARTER
St. Louis, Jan. 31. Following one

OCCUPIES

PRESIDENT'S
DESK
IS

OF CALI
FORNIA BANK AND, IS MAK.
IMG GOOD

CHIEF

EXECUTIVE

President of a bank having $2,000,-00- 0
in deposits, Mrs. Frances Baker
Patterson not only has time to take
courses of high interest
at the University of California, but is
an enthusiastic motor 'woman. She
has a stable of racing beauties for
the joy of living and is now planning
what she hopes will be a record drive
from Berkeley to Los Angeles.
Her husband is William J. Patter
son, cashier of the bank of. which she
is the president
For six years Mrs. Patterson has
been a sparkling figure in business
circles in the state of Washington
and also an unique personage in the
banking circles of the world. While
other women in the United States
own controling interests in banking
houses, Mrs- - Patterson 'is certainly
one of the few women to become the
presidents of large financial institu
tions.
At the death of her first husband
she found herself practically the sole
owner of the banking house at Aberdeen, Wash. The woman who found
herself in this position had business
sagacity and ample courage, so that
she Instantly faced a situation which
the average woman would unhesitatingly have abandoned to her bank directors.
of
Instead
conferring
her proxy upon a handsomely
paid attorney, she called a meeting
of the directorate and cheerfully voted the majority stock for( herself as
president. She elected herself overwhelmingly. In fact, her election was
unanimous.
From the beginning she had one
tremendous asset and of this she took
complete advantage. That asset was
the bank's cashier. William J. Patterson had been with the institution
fifteen years. He knew where every
dollar of Its interests lay and he
knew the full value of many possible
investments not yet made.
Of course, they married, and lived
happily ever afterwards, but before
that they had a really golden courtship, as their sweetheart days were
occupied with plans for large investments in every big enterprise in
that part of the state.
Mrs. Patterson's old home was at
Abilene, Kan., and in the days of
her fortune she has not forgotten the
friends of her youth. She is a traveler now, and if there are middle-stat- e
Kansans of her acquaintance in a
city she visits s(he never falls to
look them up for a chat about old
times. Furthermore, she long ago
Bent for her brother and the husband
of her girlhood's best friend to give
them good positions in her bank.
e

Foley's Kidney

Remedy

An

Appre-elatio-

n

Ap-pon-

L.

McConnell Catherine, St.,
N. Y., writes: "I wish to express my appreciation of the great
good I derived from Foley's Kidney
Remedy,1 which I used fo1 a bad case
of kidney trouble. Five bottles did
the work most effectively and proved
a

to me beyond doubt it is the most reliable kidney medicine I have ever
taken." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

of the warmest political campaigns In
the history of St Louis the new city
charter was put before the people for
ratification at a special election today.
The most striking feature of the new
charter Is the concentration of power into the hands of a few officials
It provides for a mayor with broad
powers and individual responsibility
for the acts of hi whole administration and for a single legislative body.
Between seven and eight thousand
positions in the municipal service are
to be placed under control of a civil
service commission. Three executive
and fifteen councilmen are to be the
only elective officers. Many of the
departments of the municipal government are to be consolidated and others will be abolished entirely. Large
increases in salaries are prescribed
for practically all the officers.
The
salary of the mayor Is to be Increased
from $5,000 to $10,000, and the salary
of the councilmen Is to be Increased
from $300 a year, its present amount,
to $1,800 a year.

HARMONY DESIRED

IN NORMAL COURSES
THESE

INSTITUTIONS TO CON- FORM ALL STUDIES WITH REQUIREMENTS OF BOARD

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 31. A confer
ence of prominent educators of the
territory will be held this week. It
will be participated in by Dr. C. M.
Light of the New Mexico Normal
school; Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts of
the New .Mexico Normal University
and by Prof. C. E. Hodgins of the nor
mal department of the University of
New Mexico and by Superintendent J.
E. Clark. The object is to harmonize
the various normal courses for the
training of teachers.
The board of education will meet
of
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
thiB week for the selection of text
books for the schools of the terri
VJ
tory.
The department of education has
reecived several applications for moving libraries. One application Is from
a teacher at Van Houten, N. M., an
other at Estancia and a third from
the San Jon Progressive Association,
which, wants a library for the school
at San Jon, N. M. 1V letter was received from Enclno stating that the
library dent there has been found very
convenient. The department announc-todathat several more teachers' certificates will be granted In addition
to the long list published recently.
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ARCHAEOLOGISTS

GROSS, HELL

ARE TO MEET IN

(Incoporatad)

SANTA FE

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS
,
and Dealer In

.

LEADING

SCIENTISTS OF

TRY COMING TO NEW MEXICO CAPITAL IN JUNE

i

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 31. Judge
John R. McFie received word today
from Miss Alice C. Fletcher of Wash
ington D. C, member and secretary
of the managing oard of the Achaec-loglcal Institute of America, that at
the meeting of the board recently held
at Providence, Rhode Island, Terri
torial Secretary Nathan Jaffa was
elected an associate treasurer of the
board. Judge McFie Is a member of
this board which is constituted of
men of prominence in science and
statecraft throughout the United
States. The meeting of the board
proved to be a satisfactory one and
the work of the School of American
Achaeology and Its director, Edgar L.
iHewett who is now in Guatemala with
an exploring party, was warmly commended. The board decided to hold
Its next meeting at Santa Fe, some
time In June, and at that time will
make a trip to the Rlto de los Frijoles,
where the Archaeological Summer
school will again be held this year.
The exact date will be upon call of
the chairman. Much Interest was
manifested in the work done In the
Frijoles last year.
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the Bett Farm Wagon made

Oo., Vehicles, Navajo Blanket

WHOLESALE DEALERS

ICO

TRADE

FARMERS MEET AT REGINA
Reigina, Sask, Jan. 31. Hundreds of

progressive farmers,, with their wives
and children, arrived in Reglna today
to take part in the convention of the
Agricultural Society and affiliated
bodies, one of the principal , events of
the year in western Canada agricultural circles.
Every section of the
Dominion has been drawn upon this
year for experts to address the convention on the various branches of
the agricultural industry. The dairy
alfalfa growing, winter
industry,
vliejjV soil physics, good roads, poultry raising, cattle breeding, flax
production, and the growing of fodder,
corn and potatoes, all are on the program for discussion. The Canadian
Seed Growers' association, the Saskatchewan Dairymen's association and
the provincial women's clubs will hold
meetings during the week.
.

MARK

'ONLY EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS IN NEW KXEXIOOT
SIX

DEPARTMENTS

SIX-CpMP- LETE

Dry,Goodsj Groceries, Hardware,

HAIL ORDERS
USES-3

LAS VEGAS,

Stoves, Vehicles

Implements,

aw;j?!r
SANTA ROSA

ALBUQUERQUE,

If it may be termed a science

must

N

include a means of presenting the.
proposition to the greatest number

The
Science of
Selling

of prospective buyers.-

-

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

Farms

OP TIC
WANT COLUMNS

For the Special Trade
Brandies W his keys Wines
3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy

i- -v

"

jiiniuitwe-iBg-

N. M.,
Houses at East Las Vegas, N- M., Albuquerque,
N.
M.,
Tucumcari, N. M.. Pecos, N. M., Logan.
Trinidad, Colorado.
-

y

TO GET AFTER IDLERS
31. "Everybody
Jari.
Chicago,
Works But Father" will be sadly out
of tune in Chicago after tomorrow,
when the new Court of Domestic Relations will open for business. The
new tribunal
designed to deal especially with men who sit at home all
day while their wives take fh washing
to support the family. Husbands who
abandon or fail to support their families will be given particular attention. The new court also will have
charge of all cases concerning the
abduction of children under twelve
years of age, contributing by parents
to delinquency of children, child labor, compulsory education, card playing in saloons by minors in dance
halls, selling liquor or tobacco to
children, and cruelty to children- -

and PELTS

WOOL. HIDES

COUN.

Y Ct CO,

Apple Brandy
Gladness comes with a better understanding of the transient nature of the
many physical ills which vanish before proper efforts gentle efforts-plea- sant
efforts rightly directed and
assisted by the pleasant laxative rem
edy Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna.
Its beneficial effects are due to the
fact that it is the one remedy which
promotes internal cleanliness without
debilitating the organs on which it
acts. To get its beneficial effects always buy the genuine manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.

yrmw

17

G. H. Mumms
Pommery
Great Weste

Different Brands

& Co.

Sauterners'

of Bourbon and

Virginia Dare

Claret

Rye, so we have
your brand.

Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Niersteiner
California Brandy
Imperial Eine Wine
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine.
Aprioot Brandy
5

Stars

PEIM
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C. T. FARLEY, Prop.
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During our January Sale a large number of remnants accumulated. These are short lengths
In the lot you will
rangeing from two yards to ten yards each, all of new desirable merchandise.
find remnants of wool goods of all qualities, Outing Flannels, Percales, Calicoes, Ginghams, White
Goods, Flannelettes, Drapery Fabrics and nearly everything that could be desired.
These have all been measured and placed on one of our large isle tables and have been
h
marked to sell at
to
d
less than the usual price.
one-fourt-

one-thir-

Buy Desirable Remnants and Save Honey

Embroideries

,

One lot of newand dainty
in Val., German
Val. Maltese and Torrlinn t patterns
.
r
.

i:Ssfs.iMhes'worth

One lot of Embroideries of the newest and best patterns, including Swiss, Nainsook and Hamburg effects, all
good desirable styles and qualities rangeing in width from
to ten inches, worth regularly from 12c to 20c,
special for this week,

dualities

One lot of laces including Val. nd
all Linen
patterns- in widths from on Xtf
regularly from 6C to 10 TCr yard
'
special for this week,
totw.W-aD,ddeSlrab2-

one-ha- lf

i2c Yard

Laces

WHf

Are unusually pretty and dainty this season and include several
new, desirable models. They come ;n a large range of styles and
materials rangeing from the plain tailored effects to the fcheer and dainty models with . dutch necks
Prices fiom $1.25 to $5.00.
,

r)finO

ESTABLISHED

1062
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5c Yard
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 31, IQII

Took Chances; Became Famous

Some Trivial Decisions

That

Formed Foundation of Great
Careers;Tryingr Small Towns

Spartanburg, S. C. contemplates
. .
It is sometimes a decision seeming City was the home of Justice Mason, nl,
1
buuuiu uui oe onered to the man authority in the financial w.ild. So
the adoption of the commission plau
of
of
small
at
time
the
the
of
court
ly
consequence
supreme
Nebraska. whom I want, Adall E. Stevenson."
of government
began Mr. Vanderlip's extraordinarily
it is made, or some fortuitous circum Judge Mason became interested In
So it came about that Adall E.
successful career as a banker In New
Governor M. E. Hay Is the first mil
determines
of
stance
course
that
the
young Lehmann and gave him an Stevenson, of Illinois, was
m(,NATE5 ARE ENDEAVORING lionaire to become chief executive of EXCHANGE
York city.
appointed
OF WIT BETWEEN a brilliant and
career. apportunity to study law in his of- assistant'
successful
TO GET
postmaster
in
TO WORK
general,
the state of Washington.
LAWMAKERS
Quick Action Made' President
IS OFTEN
RE
There are probably many men who, fice.
which position be achieved things as
AS ARBITERS OF PLAY
The
of Senator LoUge
But
to
for a quick decision made 00
have
HEARSED IN CLOAK ROOM
Nebraska
risen
was
a
though they
small place, the political headsman that made him
City
prominence
recalls the fact that Massachusetts
the spur of tb.3 moment id the early
and power through sheer ability, can well supplied with lawyers, and three well known
throughout the country,
An experiment Is being made tenta nas not had a democratic senator
re- years after hanging out his shingle, and
summer of 1898, Theodore Roosevelt
led to his nomination for
Washington, Jan. 31. Plays, wed say, nevertheless, after taking a
since
war
the
civil
was
have never been president of
chance
Mr.
matter
concame
''it
Lehmann
tue
in
to
a
the
of
there,
trospect,
tively
major league with a view
by the democrats in 1902, might
Illinois pays her governor $12,000 mugs, coronations ana most cere that I decided thus or so at such a clusion
monies are first rehearsed In private
to elevating the sport in a department
that, ' he could dp better some- after Governor Boles of Iowa had the United States. That decision,
a year, which is the largest salary
as it appears now, supp'ei a link In
I thought it of only
where else. His first impulse was to refused the
which has proved a problem during received by the chief executive of Why therefore, should not two senat time, or
nomination, or had had it
a
when
I
ich
concern
s
did
and
he
farther.
had
Denver
go
West,
while
ors,
refused for him by his political Inti- the chain of circumstances Mat made
ostensibly opponents, con
the great Improvements
that have any of the states.
possible his entire subsequent politfer In the cloakroom before meeting thing. Yet if I bad decided or acteil in mind, but just at that time his in- mates. ,
'
been worked during recent years. It
Charls F. Johnson, the successor in debate on the floor?
.
ical career.
,
sena- differently, then my whole career terest was aroused ia certain (poThe
That
same
in
which
he
declined
year
has been with great difficulty that the of Eugene Hale, Is the first democrat torlal courtesy extends so far seems would have been changed."
It was in Tampa, where the regilitical developments in Iowa and that appointment as
assistant postmaster ments
sent to the United States senate from
were encamped waiting the orInstances of this sort are furnishe- decided him to go to Des Moines, the general, Alton B. Parker
to be borne out by scenes often seen
attlude of public and players toward Maine
became a
since 1856.
der
of
of
careers
a
to
d1
number
take
the
state
in
"He
the
by
senate
when the apt replies
ship for Cuba. The Kough
capital.
simply dropped Justice of the supreme court of New
umpires has been changed, even in
James A. Ree'd, the new seiator
men who have
rUen to eminence into the town and stayed there," was York state, and entered on the
In extemporaneous
Riders, the regiment organised by
elicited
debate
the slight degree it has during last from Missouri, established his politi- Judicial
the way one of his friends put it.
career that resisted In his nomination Colonel Leonard Wood nad Llautenant
bring delight to the galleries and re- within comparatively recent years.
decade. There still is wide oppor-- 1 ca reputation as "reform" democratic
Colonel Roosevelt, were among them.'
In 1S75, when the present senior
A year or two after Mr. Lehmann for the
joicing to the folks at home, who are
presidency by the democracy
10111388 City ten yetrs ago.
June 7 the order went out that the
not Informed as to the stagecraft senator from Iowa was admitted to began the practice of law at Des in 1904.
tunity for improvements. But the ex- - mayor of
Senator Albert J. Beverldjo of IndI
25
I
the
at
the
Illinois
bar
of
was
occasionalhe
sometimes
while
nerlment
first nttomntAii
Moines, and
th
age
employed in the senate,
"How would you like to go to Chi- regiments would start at daybreak
"
iana has accepted an Invitation to
the next' day for Port Tampa, Dine
to
down
pracsettled
he
are
some
the
senators
with
not
years,
more
newspaper
ly
occupied
necessarily
American League in inducing William epeak at tte
republican state conven gifted in the way of repartee than tice of his profession in Chicago, writing. Jay Gould began the work of cago?"
miles distant. There was a good deal,
J.
Lyman
Gage, then a young man of
Dineen, the former pitching star, to iion of Michigan, to be he.d In Sagl- confusion in the arrangements for
other mortals when taken by surprise, where he had studied In a private law extending his Wabash railroad sys- of barely 20
years, holding the positry his hand at umpiring has been so naw March 2,
as the Record shows. In a recent de- office.
tem into the state of Iowa. 'The tion of junior clerk in the Oneida transporting the troops' from
the
Tfle University of Michigan has 27 bate In the senate over
successful that it nmhuhi, win hn
the boundary
But Chicago was a very big city. Gould Interests in Iowa were tinder Central bank of Rome, N. Y., ponder- camp to the port, and it was only by
followed by other experiments of the graduates' in the present congress, lines between Texas and New Mexico, The
young lawyer was completely the direction of Colonel Alfred Howe, ed over this question for a while, taking possession of an empty coal
which is more than tlr,e aa many the
same kind.
were at Des and then decided that he would like train attached to a live engine east
following colloquy occurred be lost there, and he was willing to ac- whose headquarters
The National League has recently as any other college in iho country tween Senator Heyburn and Senator
MoinesLehmann and to' go. That decision fixed the direc- Colonel Roosevelt got his men to the
Mr.
Between
cept any decent employment which
'
added to its umpire staff Mai Eason, can boast of,
Colonel Howe a strong personal inti tion of his wholo career a
Bailey
would eke out his Income.
At
last,
career quay.
William P. Frye of Mamo Is the
On arriving there he found that apanother former pitcher, although not
Mr. Bailey The senator, of course, with no clients appearing before him, macy was established.
Whether or that made him one of the
leading
as renowned as .Dineen. In the case dean of the United States senate in justifies his position by showing he there dawned upon him the convic- not that led to any professional reno arrangements had been
parently
figures in the banking world and ultiof Dineen the attitude of the players point of service,, having been a mem- knows nothing about the case.
made
his men. Nobody seemed to
for
the
were going to make a lation of Mr.' Lehmann with
if
tion
he
that
a
member of McKinley's
mately
has been far more friendly than when ber of the upper branch continuously
know what ship they were assigned
Mr. Heyburn Who does?
career in law, It would be the better Gould interests. Is a matter of doubt
for tnlrty yars.
Mr. Bailey The senator
to, and Lieutenant Colonel Roosevelt
from part for him to go to some small
nonplaylng umpires have been Intro- But, it did lead Colonel Howe to
Mr. Gage was a native of the little
The National Demo.T.'.'.i? League Idaho.
duced into major league umpire staffs,
and Colonel Wood saw that they
of the town
town where he could speedily make have a very high estimate
of DeRuyter, N. V. The townMr. Heyburn That is rather a fresh
would
to ac of Clubs will hold a cpn'ereuco in
have to do something pretty
, They have been more inclined
It
So
hapacquaintances and gain friendships. young lawyer's ability.
ship was named after an old Dutch
if
cept Dineen's mistakes as a part of Indianapolis next April fa consider statement, saying that I know nothing
Mr.
In
1889
Gould
quick
when
that
they were going to get any
pened
There were a half dozen thriving
family, descendants of which were transport at all.
the game and to credit him with mak the preliminary plans Tor ihe presi about the case.
was looking for a man of especial
They hunted up the
of
west
the
little
communities
Influential there during Mr. Gage's
dential campaign of 7912.
Mr. Bailey Absolutely nothing.
o every effort to do his best.
and after mak
depot
an
as
serve
to
quartermaster,
assistant
in each of which the young qualificatkm
boyhood. Some of the DeRuyter'e reMoses Ev Clapp,
lo the
Mr. Heyburn I do know something
That was his reputation as a player.
a protest or appeal, succeeded ia
ing
Gould system
solicitor
of
the'
general
him
of
moved to
establishing
about the middle
In consequence a good umpire has senate from Minnesota, is an oraroi about the case. If the senator knows lawyer thought
getting a transport the Yucatan alasked
Colonel of the last Chicago
self. But before he had definitely de- at St. Louis. He
while Mr. Gage's lotted to them.
century,
been added to the exceedingly small of ability and is famUia.'.v known s more, it will be a duty devolving upon
"Do
Howe:
kind
know
the
you
just
cided upon any one of them he hap
the "Black Eagle" of Minnesota."
family settled in Rome. With boyhim to make the senate aware of
The Yucatan was lying out in mid
supply of that kind of material, and
to read a newspaper report of of lawyer I want?" To that question ish enthusiasm young Lyman Gage
pened
Earl
Brewer
of
is
who
Clarksdale,
that fact.
with each week Dineen is sure to
stream.
Colonel
Colonel
"I
Wood,
Howe
taking a
Instantly replied:
some exciting political events taking
had looked forward to a mercantile
There was an excellent opening for
imrove as an official as he acquires the' first to enter Ut? race for the
went
out
stray
launch,
name
his
is
Frederick
immediately
do;
certainly
was
in
the year
but' finding a place . in the
place in Iowa it
and boarded
greater experience. From the pub governorship of Mississippi this year, Mr. Bailey, who freqnently doesn't 1878 and it occurred to him that W. Lehmann, and I have known him career,
her. He had hardly
Oneida bank, he accepted with the
He's viewpoint, too, there is far less was an unsuccessful candidate for wait for a "duty devolving upon him"
when
gone
Lieutenant
Colonel
for
many years."
Intimately
idea of promotion there as the hope
to make the senate aware of things there might be a ood opportunity
desire to "roast"' a man who has won the nomination in 3907.
Roosevelt learned by accident that
stateof
that
the
Upon
strength
In
the
an
ambitious
young, lawyer
for his future.
In the
congress Wyo he knows. But Mr. Bailey sat down. for
the Yucatan had already been allot-tethat public's plaudits for years as
the ment Mr. Gould offered Mr. Lehmann
Two years later one of the De
But what is to be said of an ex- center of the nolitleal hubbub,
to two other regiments, the sec
a player when he turns his attention ming will have the distinction of beto
the
the
solicitor
of
assistant
post
Des Moines.
from Chicago, meeting him ond regulars and the Seventy-firs- t
ing the only state with two senators change that occurred between
two state capital,
to umpiring.
Gould system of railroads, with head- Ruyters
Now, the young lawyer had no
casually put to him the question New York. There were more men in
There is need of higher salaries who have served continuously for senators when one repeated verbatim
career.
He quarters at St. ixmis. The offer quoted above. The place
more
fifteen
than
a
offered the Seventy-flrB- t
years.
long paragraph from a not
alone than could be
very thought of a political
than have been paid umpires until
was accepted and Mr. Lehmann reCharles E. Merrlam, a professor of widely known book from which the simply wanted to make enough meney
wae that of clerk in a put aboard the transport
recent years in order to tempt reput
to
1890. He served young Gage
Louis
moved
in
St
his little fam
planing mill. After filling this place
Lieutenant Colonel Roosevelt made
able ball players who have been stars the University of Chicago, is making other waB reading? The two eenat- - to support himself and
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when
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in
then
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ipractlce,
general
Moines appealed to
but it will prove money well iuvostud nation for mayor of Chicago. .'To has one attempted to clinch his argument law student. Dee
soon attained a leading po- as bookkeeper in a loan and trust would do. Leaving the baggage in
which
he
grow
company. Promotion in the banking charge of a strong guard, he ran as
if the leagues will raise their um- the backing of the reform element in by reading from the book in question him: he was certain it would
president of the
that sition. He became
and
In
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.
nomilatlon
influence,
a
the
statement
which
party.
republican
association three years business came regularly after this, un- fast as his legs would carry him back
apparently left his
American
Bar
pires' salaries enough to keep star
It is an interesting fact that both opponent no ground to stand upon. considerable railroad business would ago, and is now solicitor general of til he became president of the First to the train where his regiment was.
players in the game after their playNational banK of Chicago. - Hl prom waiting, and marched his men
the
father and brother' of Henry F. The senator who was being crashed center there lie had abandoned rail the United States.
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ing days are over.
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he
which
inence In the banking world and his quick to the
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in
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Rhodi
and then said roading,
in
Island,
patiently
if that chance interest
quay. They arrived there
Think of the umpire staff ten years Llppltt
Doubtless,
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for
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assistant chief engineer,
authority
questions of finance by Just as the Yucatan came In, and
111 Iowa
now
from
made up of Moi'decal filled the governor's chair in that blandly:
politics had not caused Mr.
state. The elder Llppltt was gover
"Ah, will the senator please read the practice. Besides, he was told that Lehmann to settle in Des Moines, his this time indicated his peculiar fit- boarded her Just a few minutes they
beBrown, Mathewson, Kling, Sullivan,
ness for the position of secretary of fore the
the Des Moines people were as hos career would have taken a
nor from 1875 to 1877- Charles W. next paragraph!"
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Harry Davis and great players of that
sen
No, the senator wouldn't. He didn't pitable as any to be found west of ferent course from that which has the treasury, and to that position he
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ator-elec-t,
the Mississippi.
appointed by President McKlnley expostulation and protest from the
was governor from 1893 to see what that had to do with it.
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with respect and accept
brought him
If Mr. Gage had given a different had possession of the
he would himself attempt, in hie longings and went to the Iowa cap- he
Asle J. Gronna, promoted from retransport, and
which even the best of umpires make
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occupies
answer to that question with refer they
weak way, to apprise the senate ital city, not knowing a eoul there
kept
it
as considerately as they treat a great publican representative to senator poor
Decision
Stevenson's
ence to Chicago, he would doubtless
from North Dakota, was born and from his own imperfect memory, what when he set foot in the town. He
Speaking of this Incident, a friend
player's errors ?
e
a successful
An interesting story of a decision have been
of Colonel Roosevelt, who afterwards
raised on a farm in Iowa. Ho re the language of that next paragraph secured a little office and hung out
his shingle; and when clients were that had a marked effect upon the banker, but the chances are that he received an important civil appointmoved to North Dakota in 1879, en was.
he
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for
slow In putting in an appearance he careers of two men of general prom would never have sat In a president's ment at his hands, said :
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word
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it
Whereupon
repeated
farming
gaging extensively
worked at the carpenter's trade, in inence is told by George F. Parker, cabinet.
"I have often thought how different
Boston, Mass., Jan. 31. Arrange banking. He began his public career word.
The
senate
That decision not only determined the subsequent
the
which
he had become adept as a lad the biographer of the late Grover
course of politics
gasped,
galleries
ments were completed today for a as a member of the Territorial legis
marveled and the triumphant senator in the extreme southwestern corner Cleveland.
Mr. Gage'a own career, but also made might have been if Roosevelt had not
big celebration to be held at Tremont lature. In 1905 he was elected to
could
Cleve possible the career of another man made that quick decision to get his
In his first administration,
Temple Thursday night in honor of congress and has served continuously sat down,, understanding well enough of Pennsylvania, so that he
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In that body
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the thirtieth anniversary of the
feat of memory his auditors would not little he began to gain a law busi- Wisconsin, postmaster general.
Mr, prominence in the banking and fin arrived a few minutes later,
of the Society, for Christian
they
stop to consider whether the para- ness and finally he attracted the at- Cleveland was anxious to have the ancial world; for if Mr. Gage had would not have got aboard and the
Endeavor. Preceding the meeting
graph In question had any bearing tention of Judge George G. Wright. position of first assistant postmaster- - not gone to Chicago Frank A. Vand-erll- chances would have been that they
and In honor of Rev. Francis E. THE ANCIENT CITY TO
whatever upon the argument in point. United States senator, the head of the general, the principal executive ofit ia pretty safe to assume, would not have reached the front In
Dof
the
D
founder
society,
Clark,
biggest law firm in Des Moines. Judge fice in the department, filled by a would not now be president of the time for the fighting. It was Roosea banquet is to be given at the Hotel
HAVE BIG SOCIAL CLUB
NEGRO PLACED ON TRIAL
W'right took the young man into part- very strong man. He and Vilas dif- National City bank, the greatest and velt's war record that made him the
mission
The world-wid- e
Bellevue.
which the society has accomplished,
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 31. James nership, and when in the early '80's fered as to the- appointment that most powerful banking institution republican candidate for governor of
In New York City and the country New York in 1898,
Nunn, a negro, was placed on trial Mr. Cummins becamg, one of the as- should be made, however.
and, therefore.
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about
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given
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ity,
SECHAVE BEEN FILED WITH
As a bank president in Chicago, presidency."
alleged murder of Marvin White. The Rock Island & Pacific railroad, it was Parker, then a practicing lawyer of
celebration.
RETARY JAFFA
killing of White occurred on Decem- recognized in Iowa that the compara- Kingston, N. Y., received a telegram Mr. Gage received frequent calls from
Mission That "Made" Lamont.
ber 29 last and was the result of a tive new comer to the 'state had calling him to Washington to seethe a young newspaper man, a writer on
If the late Daniel S. Lamont had
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 31. Articles quarrel.
gained prominence and success in the president. Mr. Cleveland and he had financial subjects, who sought his not decided rather reluctantly in 1882,
legal
profession. Ten years after re become well acquainted while the views on the. important financial news when a legislative reporter for the
Fe
for
of
the Santa
club,
incorporation
"Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey ia far suto Des Moines he found him former was governor of New York.
moving
and questions of the day. Mr. Gage Albany, N. Y. Argus, that he would
perior to all else at a strengthener and a social organization, have been filed
It's when times are bad that the
health builder for the aged, weak and with Territorial Secretary Nathan
self in, the state house of representatook a strong liking to the young go on a mission through the western
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you
watchmaker
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friendship.
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:
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dent when
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years
acthe
conflence ' 13 sentiment there, he might never have
have suffered a great deal with indi- be established and furnished at once. SKIN AND SCALP TROUBLES ate all because of that chance
placed
greatest
"Mr.
Judge
replied
President,"
he
events
Iowa
in
count of political
him. Mr. Gage discovered also that been secretary of state.
gestion and kidney trouble. These The club already has a large memberthe high
troubles were entirely overcome by
read back in '78 when he was look- Parker, "I appreciate
to
this
is
and
The late Daniel Manning, owner of
grow
rapidly,
young man had not only ideas,
HELD
expected
TO
ZEMO
ship
reI
also
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey. It
Implied by this offer, and
ing about for a new location.
but executive ability as well. So in the Albany Argus and president of
induces sleep. 1 find Duffy's Pure bne of the objects of the club is to
able
not
am
I
that
Curiously parallel to the ,early ca gret exceedingly
Malt Whiskey far superior to all promote sports and it is likely the club
after he had accepted appointment a leading Albany bank, was the great
else, and while I am greatly opposed may get into the baseball field next A CLEAN LIQUID PREPARATION reer of. Senator Cummins was that of to accept It."
as. secretary of the treasury, Mar. Gage power in the democratic party in New
FOR EXTERNAL USE ,
to taking spirits as thousands do, I summer. The
Mr. Cleveland urged him to take
now very much
man
is
who
another
Rufus
are
said to the young newspaper writer: York state north of New .York city
incorporators
will always use Duffy's Pure Malt
in the public eye. As in Senator some time to consider it, and sug
"Vanderlip, I want you to go to at that time. Several months before
Whiskey, be benefited and attain a J. Palen, Francis Wilson, Judge John
The O. G. Schaefer Drug Store is Cummins' case, a decision made as gested that Mr. Parker, as a good
clear conscience by taking it as a Lh. Knaebel, R. H. Hanna.and James
with me."
the democratic state convention of
Washington
so confident that ZEMO will rid the a result of current political excite- democrat, ought to be willing to make
medicine as prescribed." D. F. Sibert, Grattau
Mr. Vandor'lp 1882, Manning became disturbed by
what
"In
Mythen.
capacity?"
Scotland, Archer Co., Texas!
skin or scalp of infants or grown per ment played an important part in de a sacrifice for the benefit of the pub- asked.
,'
the intense and bitter struggle that
sona of pimples, blackheads, dandruff,
,
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
"As private secretary to the eacre-tar- y was developing between the friends
termining the lines of the career of lic service and the party.
eczema, prickly heat, rashes, hives. the newly appointed solicitor general
SPEECHLESS FOR THANKS
as a renewer 01
"I recognize the force of what you
of the treasury," Mr. Gage re- of Roswell P. Flower and those of
youtn and tonic
'
"I
find Cardui to be all Ivy poison or any other form of skin of the United States, Frederick W. say, Mr. President,"
Ark.
Judge Parker plied.
Mena,
'
General Henry D. Slocum for the capstimulant is one
B. or scalp eruption, that they will give Lehmann.
you represent," writes Mrs. H.
said, "but I have a family to provide
Mr; Vanderlip accepted.
His new ture of the nomination for governor
of the greatest
W-Lehmann was a for, and in view of that fact, I should position began March 4, 1897, and for their respective candidates. ManFrederick
York, of this city. "I suffered from your money back if you are not enstrength -- givers
known to science.
ailments, for nearly, two tirely satisfied with the results ob- ranchman and a farmer's helper in not feel justified in accepting the ended June 1 of the same year, when ning feared the contest would endangwomanly
It is a wonderful
southwestern Iowa not far from the appointment."
years, before I tried CarduL I have tained from the use of ZEMO.
he became assistant secretary of the er the chances of the party at the
remedy in the preThe first application will give large farm now owned by President
I
been so relieved since taking it.
At this point in the conversation, treasury. Acting In that capacity, polls and he began to Took around
vention and cure
. f
rnnsumotion.
cannot say enough in its praise. It prompt. relief and show an improve W. C. Brown of the New York Cen Postmaster General Vilas entered the he consummated the negotiations for for some one who would be avallal-'pneumonia, grippe, bronchitis, coughs, has done me a world of good, and I ment and In every instance where tral, to which Mr. Brown plans to re- room.
v
the floating of the great Spanish war as a compromise Candida e Wbile
colds, asthma, malaria, low fevers, recommend Cardui to all women." used persistently, will destroy the tire some
"Parker says he can't take it, loan, in connection with which ho be Manning wae making bin survey, a
day when he Is ready to
stomach troubles and all wasting,
weakened conditions, taken in time Cardui is over 50 years old, and the germ life, leaving the skin in a step out of harness as an active rail Mr. Cleveland explained, turning to came personally known to the great very capable politician: the ?ae 12.
and as directed.
demand is greater today than ever. clean, healthy condition.
road man. Lehmann had had little Vilas.
bankers and financiers of New York K. Apgar, one of the shrewd s. of
All druggists, grocers and dealers, Cardui is the standard, tonic medicine,
Let us show you proof of some re schooling, but he was eager to learn.
announce city, who were not slow to
the
Mrreceived
Vilas
Refuse
bottle
recognize the younger democrats of that day,!
or direct, $100 a large
substitutes and imitations; they are for women of every age. Would you markable cures made by ZEMO and This afforded him opportunity, and ment with an expression that showed his ability. When, therefore, his term said to him:
j
Send for like to be well and strong? Then take give you a
booklet Sow to pre he worked his way through the pre plainly that it' was not unwelcome to as assistant
impure and dangerous.
"There's a mayor out i a Buffalo
secretary came to an end,
doctor's
and
advice,
medical booklet,
Cardui. Its record shows that It will serve the skin.
scribed course at that institution. him. "Then, Mr. President," hcsald, they were eager to enlist his services
both sent free.
O. G. Schaefer Drug Store.
wait?
Across
Why
today.
you.
3eg1n
hetp
the Missouri river In Nebraska "there Is no reason why the place in positions of the highest trust and
N.Y.
Rochester.
(Continued on Page Seven)
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HEALTHFUL

VEGAS

Many towns in New Mexico, though
much' emtiller than Las Vegas, have
excellent sewer systems. Since time
Immemorial this town has gone along
Without adequate facilities for the
disposal of sewage. We have a system in the bualuess district, but nothing in the residence portion of town.
Our unrivalled and unequalled climate
is to be thatked for the generally
excellent condition of the health of
the town's inhabitants.
A modern sewer system is the
greatest need of Las Vegas. This
no one will deny. The committee of
citizens that was appointed to look
inflo the matter (proposes a fairly
cheap and fully satisfactory method
of supplying that need. In order to
carry out the plan wlt the greatest
economy to the city, which in turn
111
directly affect the property owner,
cash payments are necessary. They
need not be made to insure the building of the system, biit a large share
of the total cost must be paid in
cash by the individual property owners' if they would save money for the
city and for themselves. The contractors who do the work will do it
cheaper if they are paid a large share
of the cost price in a lump sum. That
is simple arithmetic.
In times past, we are sorry to say,
the people of Las Vegas have been
somewhat slothful in matters that
were closelv related to the nubile in.
those who
terest: and oftentimes
have kicked the hardest about the
other fellow's slothfulness have been
noticeably lackiug In interest. It is
to be hoped tkat now, at the opening
of a new decade, all will respond to
the need for a more healthful Vegas
by pledging themselyes to pay cash
tiown for their share of sewer assessment at the rate of $20 per twenty-fiv-e
foot lot and thereby save money
for themselves and the city; instead
r
of compelling the council to Issue
sewer certificates.
If you want to help a good cause
along, telephone your name and address to Main 2.
"
o

' are

In both countries,

now dutfaWe

made mutually free.
,s
Barbedwire fencing,, now exempted
fropi. duty by Canada, is also exempted by the United States. Some raw
materials, such as mica and gypsum,
which enter into numerous industries,
the United
are to be made free
States.
Printing paper is to become free
Ion the removal of all restriction! ' on
the exportation of pulp 'wood.
Mutually reduced Identical rates on
secondary food products, such as
fresh meats, canned meats, bacon and
hams, lards and lard compounds,
canned vegetables, flour, cereal preparations, and other foodstuffs, partly
manufactured.
,
Mutually reduced rates on a list of
manufactured commodities, which includes motor vehicles, cutlery, clocks,
and watches, sanitary fixtures, satchels and similar leather goods, plate
glass, brass band Instruments, prlr
lng ink, and miscellaneous articles.
Agricultural implements, such' as
ploughs, harvesters,
threshing machines, and drills, are reduced by Can- ada to the United States rates
A small list of articles Is riven1
special rates by each country. Canada
reduces coal to 45 cents a ton and
to 11 cents a hundred
cement
pounds. The United States reduces
iron ore to 10 cents a ton, lowers the
rate on aluminium products and on
dressed lumter.
In short, Canadian reciprocity may
lessen the cost of living. Let's try
it and find cut.
o
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In the January

S
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issue of The

Sur-

vey, from th. pen of Mr. A. J. McKel- -

Southern
secretary of the
States of the National Child Labor
committee, there Is an article entitled, "Social Principles of the Now
State Constitutions" that is ' well
way,

CONGIS ESSION A L RE-- "
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At "present the national house of
representatives has 391 members: one
representative for every 194,182. peos
ple in the United States. That
somewhat large, far a .deliberative and
legislative bift and the larger It becomes the (
likely it will be that
the pastime of hurling
and
paper weights will take place of the
e
dignified debate. And with
each addition to the membership of
the house the task of the much maligned committee on rules becomes
more difficult Obviously it is easier
for 100 men to work together than for
300; also, it Is harder for 400 to act
with decorum than for 300. And thus
It is that the problem of making the
Is
new congressional apportionment
not an easy one to solve.
The census committee of the house
recently reported a reapportionment
act that seems to solve the problem
about as satisfactorily as It can be
solved. Under it the ratio of representation to population Is fixed at
one to 211,877. This will add 42 mem.
bers to the lower branch of congress
who will be distributed among the
states as follows:
Alabama, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oregon, Rhode Island, South Dakota,
Utah and West Virginia will gain one
member each. Illlnpls, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Texas and Washington will gain two members each.
California and Oklahoma gain three
each.
Pennsylvania will gain four
members, and New York will gain six
members. It Is apparent that if the
proposed bill passes the states west
of the Mississippi will gain seventeen
ink-wel- ls

old-tim-

votes-

-

MASCULfNE FASHIONS
One of the distinct compensations
of advancing years, from the mascuworth the time of everybody. One tec-- line
point of view, is the inoreasid
s
tion of it on the
from the dictation of
emancipation
of New Mexico we reproduce here bestyles In wearing apparel. With maSpanish-American-

cause

of its

excellent soucdneds.

It

as follows:

is

"I wish it were possible In this brief

article to remove some of the prejudices which survive in the . East
people
against the
Spanish-America- n

of New Mexico. They form about
sixty per cent of the population and
have preserved the oldest civilization
which has persisted on American soil.
San' Miguel church, which was built
before Jamestown was founded, to
say nothing of the landing of the
Pilgrim Fathers on Plymouth Rock.
With their civilization was preserved
the purity of their blood, through 400
years of isolation and ypt warfare
with hostile Indians. They are not
the mongrel race to be found on the
southern border of Texas or across
the line in Old Mexico. They- - do not
like to be called Mexicans, and insist
that they are New Mexicans or
While a good many
of the older people do not speak En
glish, the children, through the schools
and their contact with other Americans, speak both languages with facility. In the convention I was especially impressed with the ability,
and oftentimes with the eloquence, of
the Spanish-America- n
delegates, who
of
Twenty-sinumbered thirty-twthese were alumni of St. Michael's
college at Santa Fe, which In fifty-on- e
years of Its existence has sent out
CANADIAN RECIPROCITY
thousands of pupils into the territory..
In the convention there was an in
To the average man a tariff sched- terpreter for the chair and three in
ule is about as intelligent as the
terpreters on the floor, but only two
on, Cleopatra's Needle. Nev members of the
convention really
ertheless, all of us have ideas about needed their services. It is a species
the tariff, and when the committee on of phlllstinlem peculiar to our arro
Ways and .Mean dees. not do to suit gant Saxon race, that we should inus we let out a yell that shakes the sist that our children be taught dead
Payne-Aldricbill to Its' very founda- languages in school, while we object
New "Eng- to the natural acquirement of two
tions in protectdon-ribbeland. Yea, verily. And we know a tongues toy the children of these
lot about this proposed reciprocity
as though it were
arrangement with Canada. We are a reflection on American institutions.
from the west where embryonic wool- It would be well if we could learn
en goods and chops run in bunches something of the courtesy, tolerance,
of 2,000 and try to get on the dividing and hospitality of these, our fellow-cltfzen-s
line between two counties on the first
of old Spanish stock."
To Mr. McKelway's statement, The
day of every March. Who cares,
boys? We have Schedule K, so Optic wishes to add a few observalet's have reciprocity with Canada! tions on a kindred matter.
But not a recipros with Australia. Not
We have bad some experience with
on your life! The Antipodes are abs
and
modestly
solutely overrun with sheep. If the claim to speak with some little au
oceans were a little bit wider we thority. During the recent campaign
miKht consider it, but the lord for the adoption of the constitution
didn't look far enough ahead on cre- in San Migiuel county the campaignation day and so we must supply the ers were frequently very much sur
difficulty with Schedule "K," which prised at the intimate knowledge of
stands for Kant Kome.
the constitution shown by our
From our own per
Why should we insist that congress
adopt'jjhe reciprocity agreement with sonal experience and observation we
CanafjJ? Here are several reasons:
venture the assertion that the Span
The basis of the agreement is this:
of this country were
Reciprocal lists on leading food much more interested in and curious
products, such as wheat and other about the provisions of the proposed
grains;' dairy products, fresh fruits organic law than were the
and vegetables, fish of all kinds, eggs
Moreover, we are sure
and poultry, cattle, cheep and other that if the figures could be correctly
live animals.
ascertained It would be 'found that
Also certain commodities now free where one
had read
in one country are to be made free and mastered the contents of the conhad
by the other, euch as cottonseed; .oil stitution four Spanish-Americabv Canada and rough lumber by the done the same thing.
Spanish-Am-

ericans.

ten-yea-

x

h

d

Spanish-American-

Spanish-American-

Spanish-Am-

turity and prosperity the man of affairs shakes oft the dizzy sartorial
straightjackets of adolescence aiiJ
'
gets comfortable." This doss n :t
mean that he becomes shabby and
slovenly or that he neecssarily saves
money in dressing himself. It only
means that when a man of years and
responsibilities visits his tailor he Instructs him to fashion his garments
according to safe and sane architectural designs.
The edict has gone forth from an
organization bearing the name of the
International Custom Cutters, that
there are to be radical changes In
men's fashions this spring and summer. It is said that the "foolish,
exaggerated man" is to give place
to the "unexaggerated
man," which
means according to the tailors' blue
prints that "shoulders will be narrow, the chest full and the waist narrow, giving the effect of a corset."
The trousers will be skin tight, re
minding one of the good old days,
and will only reach to the shoe top.
This is called by the tailors the "unexaggerated man.' Heaven help the
masculine being who has a hankering
for a bit of exaggeration along the
same lines.
The custom cutters are bewailing
the fact that American men do not
pay sufficient attention to. the dictates
of fashion. We are Indicted as be
ing "grossly independent" of form and
4
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tpt caring a continental whether the
custom cutters like It or not- - Debon- lire young gentlemen wjio are supported by generouB fathers will no
doubt encase their legs in snake
skins and pad their chests instead of
their shoulders. But .the great producing mass of men will keep right
on wearing loose and becoming clothing and the International Custom
Cutters can go hang.
CALENDAR
THE GREGORIAN
Julius Caesar's year was a vast improvement on those that had gouj
before. It was, however, too long
by eleven minutes, fourteen seconds
a small matter per se, and one the
results of which the Russians stil
acquiesce in without perceptibl- econvenience. But astronomers" .fire $
fussy folk, and wheft, lu '1552; the
error had resulted In.a retrogression
of the equinox' to the' extent of ten
days, they decided something had .
be done. So Pope Gregory XftHtook
the matter in hand. Times had changed since his namesake. Saint Gregory,
had so suppressed learning in Rome
that Paul I, in answer to a request
of Pepin for books, had sent "what
he could find" towit, an antlphonal,
a grammar and the works of Dlony-siu- s
Areopagiticus. The Reformation
had stirred even the Roman curia,
and the Gregorian Calendar was introduced with Its modifications in the
matter of leap year, which- reduced
the error in the solar year to one day
In 3,600 year at which rate it will
last our time, as Louis XV cynically
remarked of Vanclen regime.
To the layman it would seem that
the calendar is not a bad institution
as It stands wasn't it Mohammed
who said that all innovation Is error,
and all error leads to hell fire? But
the Mohammedans still use a lunar
So
calendar, with chaotic results.
let the astronomers have their fling,
and it is to be hoped that our posterity in the year 5000 A. D. may be
properly grateful. .In the meantime,
if they succeed la putting "Thirt
days hath September" out of date antr
out of business, they will place Augustus of blessed memory place their
contemporaries under a debt of gratitude which the most hardened law-dattemporis act! will hardly dispute or deprecate.
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and compare it,
MyPwriting machines
feature with' feature, working- part with working
parr,, witn tne into-xon-

-

UNDERWOOD-STANDAR- D

TYPEWRITER
(

M

l

I

ii

'

an.the

stands out as
the' best machine one permitting the
greatest latitude of work, doing more
and better work per given effort, and is

1--
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lars
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2

Amalgamated 64. Sugar 116
106
Great
Atchison,
New York
Northern, pfd. 128
Central 113. Northern Pacific 123
Southern Pacific 119
Reading 157
Union Pacific 177
Steel 808;
45.

1--

1--

ex-dl-

3--

7--

7--

pfd. 120.

riETAL

JT IS mechanically perfect. It stands up under
every trying condition and is simple in construction. The Underwood Type Bar Stroke has
but three elements: the Key Lever, Connecting
Link and Type Bar.
'

19;

fine

1213.

GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Chicago, Jan. 31 j Wheat, May 96;
July 93
Corn, May 49
;
July 50
Oats, May 33
uly 33J
Pork, May $18.30; July
$17.67
Lard, May $9.8082
July $9.70.- Ribs, May $9.77
July
mv-- :
$9.57
7--

;

INCORPORATED
i.
.a

m
.

John Rogers,

Foley Kidney Pills
Are tonic in action, quick in re
suits. A special medicine for all
kidney and bladder disorders. Mary
C. Abbott, Wolteboro, N. H., says:
"I was afflicted with a' baa case ot
rheumatism, due to uric acid that my
kidneys failed to clear out of my
blood. I was so lame in my feet,
joints and back that it was agony for
me to step. I used Foley Kidney
Pills for three days when I was able
t get up ..ad move about and the
piins were all gone. This great
change in condition I owe to Foley
Kidney Pills' and recommend them to
any one suffering as I have." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

....

,

Las Vegas

Exclusive Agent,

.

The- peculiar properties of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy have been
thoroughly tested during epidemics
of influ nza, and when It was taker
in time we have not heard of a sir.-glcase of penumonia. Sold by ai.
druggists.

Even

a

if be only

kiti may be a high flyer

This is Shoe
Week
at Bacharachs
-

STOCK including all sizes, al grades

and all numbers reduced.
exchange any shoe bought, we take pleasure in giving
perfect fit. This is unquestionably the biggest bargain sale of

ENTIRE

you a
shoes
we have ever had.
high

has a kite.

heifers f3.256.25; stockers and feeders $45.30; bulls 45.10; calves
$4.758.25; western steers $46.25;
western cows $3.25 5.25,
Hogs 15,000, market steady to
strong. Bulk $7.70 7.75; heavy $7.65
7.75; packers and butchers $7.70
7.80; light $7.757.80.
Sheep 8,000, market steady to ten
lower.
Muttons $3.804.40; lambs
$5.50
6; fed wethers and yearlings
$45.40; fed western ewes $3.80

To Women
you are willing to pay $3.19 for a
liketojwear good shoesIF that will
fit you and please you, we'll give you a chance right nowpair
to

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, Jan. 31. Cattle, 5,000, market steady. Beeves $4.907.05; Texas steers $4.155.35; western steers
$4.505.75; stockers and feeders $3.75
5.80; cows and heifers
$2.606;
calves $7.25 9.50.
Hogs 18,000, market slow at yesterday's average. Light
$7.808.10;
mixed $7.708; heavy $7.457.85;
rough $7.457.60; good to choice
heavy $7j607,185; plgs i$7.658.15;
bulk $7.707.90.
Sheep 18,000, market steady. Native $2.504.40; western $2.754.40;
yearlings $4.505.6O; lambs, native
$4,506.20; western $4.506.20.

-if

-

get the greatest values you ever saw at the price. We'll give you your
choice of our 1,500 pairs in black vici or gun metals, patents, oxfords or
shoes heavy or light weights, the best and newest styles of the season, all
good makes and guaranteed absolutely to give you satisfaction.
It's' the
best chance you'll get this year to buy a pair of the best shoes made for
much less than their actual value. Anyof the following can be had
in
Bluchcr, Button or Straight Lace.
;

'

What We Have to Offer

'j? t

$4.50 and $5.00, Cravenette- - Suede,
t,
.Patent Kid, Gun Metal, French
Kid, Tan Calf, Patent Colt, Shoes
tfQ
or Oxfords As to E E L&sts sizes 2 to 8
$3:50, $3.75 and $4.00 Pateni Colt, Patent
Kid, Vici Kid. Gun Metal, Tan Calf,
trench Kid, Goodyear Welt or eo
Vel-ve-

'

KANSAS ;CIT)i: LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, Jan!-- 31. Cattle 13,000,
including 400 southerns. Market steady iMarriage is a partnership general- to ten lower. Native steers $5.25
ix,with one silent partner.
.8
,!:. .Jl sl.;.jO
v

'

Underwood Typewriter Company

quiet, suot and March, $11.9012.10.
Silver 52

WOOL

.j.A,vJ'

jit;

.

New York, Jan. 31: Lead. Market
dull, $4.40 4. 50. Standard
copper, 4.10.

St. Louis, Jan. 31. Wool, market
and western
unchanged. Territory
mediums 2123; fine mediums 17

"r

"The Machine You Will
Eventually Buy"

YOU

FIONEY AND STOCKS

crrv

.

-

6.75; southern steers $56' southern
2 cows $3.254.90; native cows
and

New York, Jan. 31. Call money,
2 2 per cent. Prime mercantile
per cent. Mexican dolpaper,

!....-- .

UNDERWOOD

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET .REPORTS

ericans.

Anglo-American-

Only our --collage- boys. a. p.
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Made by KriDnnniWf riit
Brothers and Selby Shoe Co. , 7
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.WINTER i

le PERSONALS,

1
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i

ai. vv - Ken&n, territorial brand In.
spector, is here today from hia home

Cold

mornings .and nights
meanscolds, and cold's 'mean
that "disagreeable feeling-that makes life miserable; to
obviate which the

A.D.S.
is a panacea. No cold rem- edy known brings about surer
or more certain relief. No
family should be without a
box of A. D. S. Cold and
Grippe Remedy. 25c box at

this afternoon

E0-C1-

tool

EMPLOYES"

o

CO.

BEEF
PORK
MUTTON
VEAL
CHICKENS
HAMS AND
BACON

JOHN. A. PAPEN
PHONE 144 AND 145,

.

HOG DAY

IS NEXT THURSDAY
ONE
OB-

Thursday is ground hog day. This
does not mean that everybody will be
obliged to eat sausage as that variety
of ground hog may be entirely eliminated from the bill of fare if it Is so desired. Candlemas Is ' the correct
name of the day, this is the occasion
on which the Roman Catholic church
blesses the candles which, are to be
used for the solemn ceremonies during the year. For many years there
has existed the belief that the ground
hog emerges from his hole on Can
dlemas day. If the little animal sees
his shadow he runs back Into hia
hole and winter continues for six
more weeks.' If the day is cloudy and
the hog does not see his Shadow he
stays out and spring weather Immediately begins. According to the general belief the ground hog does not
emerge from his hole until noon.
Look for the Bee Hive
On the package when you buy Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs and
colds. None genuine without the
Bee' Hive. Remember the name,
Foley's Honey and Tar and reject any
substitute.. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

DUMlfERLINEITES PLEASED
London, Jan. 31. Andrew Carnegie
has donated an additional million and
a quarter dollars for the furtherance
of his philanthropies at his berth-placDumferllne, Scotland.

e,

'

a Few Words.
It Is better for a man to be thrown
on his own resources than upon the
resources of his friends. Exchange.
Truth

!ISt

All other laundry
contain from 20 to 40

soaps
rosin.
Roan is unkinjd to clothes.
There is no rosin in Sunny
Monday Soap that's why

it's white. , It will wash woolvithout
ens h and flannels

without
shrinking, and colored goods
kind of water
in
works
any
It
fading.
a
hot, cold, hard or soft and contains
which saves
r,
marvelous
fully half the time consumed by rubbing.
dirt-starte-

The use of Sunny,; Monday
means economy,
THE

IN.
i

l.

..nniMV rnMPANY
rAiRD""1
--

fHICAGO

....,

"PURPOSE- :-

Are Now on Display, Also

The Princess
and Other

1911 Models

Carts

of

'SAHiTARt

Preserve All Things. .
Words are like coral, the dead
houses of once living, fresh Ideas. In
them are preserved the history, romance and adventure of the human
mind. They are full, of old customs,
ImaginaUve conceits and tricksy
7 nf

s.

r
Tho. Missing
.;

In

BUT ONE DEATH RESULTED FROM
GRIDIRON SPORT LAST FALL

., rteuo'fin
Separate Concrete Floored Buildings, Steam Sterilizing Ovens for bottles and all utensils.
brior
3.
easily removed bottle caps.
The above conditions at least seem to have been enUrely overlooked by all other milk producers in this vicinity.
ut
4. City water exclusively for stock and
cleansing purposes.
6. All cows tested by government official.
6. Up to date cooling and
'
aerating system.
7. Strictest rules of cleanliness observed throughout
We wish to emphasize the first three conditions enumerated '
above, because of the Importance attached to them by the city
health boards throughout the country. These health boards realize
the the dangerous power of milk (especially warm milk) to absorb
and multiply alarmingly, the disease bacteria which may exist In the '
mUk vesaelB or in the air of the dwelling or wooden floored barn or r
in any room connecting with either.
Sixty feet of sunlight, the best germicide known, separate the
milk room from all other buildings, at the IDEAL SANITARY DAIRY,
successors to the , Moye, Geyer and Corbett dairies.
W so'iclt your patronage and guarantee prompt eervice and
dairy products at ieaBt equal n quality to those of any other
1.

2.

Alr-tlg- ht

Bird.
Point Worth Considering.
"How do you And the chicken soup
"When a man gets to be ninety,"
the
Newcomb?"
queried
Mr.
tonight,
no says a New Tork centenarian, "he
boarding house landlady. "I have
may do as he pleases." But can he?
Mrs.
difficulty in finding the soup,am InI
Hasher," he replied,, "but
clined to think the chicken will b
Quite a Difference.
A live turkey would seem to be less
able to prove an alibi."
on makes
noisy than a dead one-f- or
only a din, the other make a dinner,
Polite Firemen.
Firemen hve received strict orders
If in need of trees or shrubbery see
from the fire and water board - to be
They W. F. Calhoun or call at L. G. Cal:
polite under1 all circumstances.
i
will be expected to say; 'Pardon me, houn's real estate office and leave
chlldt
madam, but' ehali r save your whlctt your-- order. 608 Douglas avenue.
And If cv kindly designate
.
one?
- .
':.'-- Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
the Opera Bar. Served from barat
dentist
a
allow
to
nerve
takes
It
on the bar.
rels
tdjdll one, r .
':-

,

'

Professor George W. Ehler of Wisconsin, whom the conference has, appointed to investigate the reports 'of
injuries to players next season, presented some Interesting information
at the New York meeting regarding
football accidents to college players
in 1910.
A widely published
report of deaths resulting from football
stated that seven men had been killed
in 1910, one each at Annapolis, Creigh-to- n
College of Nebraska, Cornell,
Simmons College of Texas, Roanoke,
Wabash and WeBt Virginia.
Dr. Ehler's Investigations
showed
that only one of the seven fatal accidents could be charged to football In
1910 under the new rules. Earl Wll-sithe Annapolis player, died as the
result of an accident received in 1909.
The Crelghton College man died from
cancer; the cause of the death of the
Cornell student waa acute dilation of
the heart and other causes not to be
traced to football and the Texas man
received injuries in 1909 which should
have kept him out of the game last
'
year.
The Roanoke player who was hurt
went to a neighboring town the following day to see a match, caught cold
in the rain and died from pneumonia;
the West Virginia player received a
blow on the head from the closed fist
of an opponent, who was ruled off the
field, the coroner's Jury bringing in a
verdict of "death by accident"
Not one o fthese six deaths, said
Professor Ehler, could be charged to
conditions In football brought about
through the observance of the playing
rules. The death of Ralph Wilson,
the Wabash player, was the result of
his having his skull fractured by a
blow received from the knee of an opponent.

.

post-seaso-
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$5.85 for the "Allwin" $7.50
a

with Hood
Callapsible
and Rubber Tire Wheels.
Oo-Co- rt

TIE

ROSENTHAL

Opposite Y. M. C. A.. E. Las Vegas.

'S
LIFE DISCUSSED
MRS. FLORENCE E. MAYBRICK TO

LECTURE SOON

IN LAS

VEGAS

v

.One of the most interesting and
instructive numbers that will appear
on the Santa " Fe's entertainment
course this year will occur Friday
evening when Mrs. Florence E. May- brick will give her famous lecture on
"Prison Reform and Kindred Subjects." Mrs. Maybrick, it will be re
membered, spent several years In an
English prison, whither she was sent
to expiate a crime of which' she was
convicted on the most circumstantial
of evidence. She is an American born
citizen and since leaving the prison
three years ago),1 has been telling the
people of her country from the lecture platform of toer experiences In
Jail. While In prison Mrs. Maylbriok
who la possessed of an analytical
mind, made a study of the Jailers and
prisoners. She has a solution for the
"management of prisons an the decreasing of crime. Her devotion to the
friendl" in prison Is sincere as It
is touching. The lecture 'will be given at the Y. M. C. A.

When In need of an auctioneer see
W. F. Calhoun and get his prices. Sat
lsfactlon guaranteed.

The price of ostrich feathers has ad
vanced, but what Is home without
them?

Frank Revell,

nan-ton-

coat-of-arm-

From Montague.
Sincerity and- pure truth, In what
find
their opportunity and
soever,
age
advantage. Montague.

Has been in force for oyer two years and
has (jiven universal satisfaction
Our

prices the lowest possible for cash 10
per cent off for cash, think of your saving.

Retail
or more,
to 2,000
200 lbs., to 1,000
60 lbs., to 200
Less than 60

Prices:

2,000. lbs.,

each delivery, 20c per

1,000 lbs.,

lbs., each delivery, 25c
each delivery, 30c
lbs, each delivery 40c
lbs., each delivery, 60o

lb,

100 lbs.

per H0 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.

AG UA PUR A COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, tho purtty and
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
Douglas Avenue.

THE STANDARD FOR 30 YEARS

and Paint Specialties
New Mexico Territory Furnished
by the W. H. ROGERS CO.
of Houston, Texas.

Write for Catalogue and
Prices.

Try an Ad. in The Optic' a
"W&nt Columns"

n.w,p.M,
$100,000.00

e
e

y
LdOj

'

j

Pretldcnt,

CUNNINGHAM,

JJUlCIJ

D.T.HOSK1NS, Chl.r,
P. B. JANUARY,

I

Ast.

Cmshler.

I

0

Sumplum

tB 9,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Watching the Account Grow
Gives one a feeling of satisfaction hard to describe .
Every dollar put in the bank immediately begins to
increase in value and the rate at which it increases
','.y
is greater each successive quarter of a year.
ti

The Las Vegas Savings Bank

Appearances Deceive.
Sometimes when a girl looks sweet
enough to eat she la hungry enough
to bite her hat. Galveston News.

r

.

Above Both Sentiments.

,

rj

'

r'

Is a well established and thoroughly reliable insti-- s
tution. Start an account; with it and you will be
(;k. surprised to find how it witt grow.
li

: LftS

..if

ius.

,
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TAUPERT'S

.

Vjhe Opttc leads, others tag.

,

AT

Keep In Center of Road.
"The wise man treats his friends
well," says the Philosopher of Folly,
"but not often."

The superior man has neither anxiety nor

Manager.

San Miguel National Bank

Canadian Ensign.
The Canadian ensign is a flag of red,
,
having a union Jack in the upper
or corner, next the mast, and the
s
in the fly or
Dominion
field of the flag.

Wisdom

A. AICERS,

OUR DISCOUNT SYSTEM

Found at Last

,

Proper Cars of Ivory.
Ivory may be bleached in a bath of
unslaked lime, bran and water, after
which it should be rubbed with dry

Tm

To horse raisers, I want you to see
StalUon "Iowa Bob" on Henrietta
ranch 4 2 miles east of Las Vegas.
W. F. Calhoun, owner and keeper.

It has been demonstrated, beyond
a doubt, that Tuberclecide, which is
manufactured
by the Tuberclecide
Beauty Needs No Praise.
Whatever is in any way beautiful Company of 703 International Bank
hath Its source of beauty in itself, and Building, Los Angeles, California,
is complete In Itself; praise forms no cures tuberculosis where there is at
part of it So it is none the worse nor least three months' vitality remainthe better for being praised. Marcus
ing. Cases pronounced incurable are
f
Aurelius.
'
today walking testimonials to the
above fact, and some of them with
Assertive Womanhood.
less than one lung remaining.
Elizabeth-Barretcontrived to as
SU11
then
but
what
urgentneeds,
sert,
ly needed, assertion, the fact that
womanliness, whether in life or poetry, was a posIUve thing, and not the
negaUve of manliness.
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Much Alike.
Building Job Work" a Specialty
Running for office and drowning
Opposite Optio
have much in common. A man's sins Phone, Main 336
commission
and
of omission and
every blessed shortcomlnng he ever
had are paraded before him. Kansas
City Journal.

Giving Children Their Righto.
In this century we are not getting
rid of obvious wrongs, but are giving sawdust
tie children obvious rights.

,

VJHY?

i

DAIRY
' Oocauso
of tho Following Correct Conditions

8AY8 'PROFESSOR

n

--

BUT THIS DOES NOT MEAN
MUST EAT SAUSAGE TO
SERVE THE DAY

RIS

.

WE HAVE A
NICE LINE OF
FRESH MEAT

GROUND

1

EXPEHFTALKS TU THE HEW
1311 FOOTBALL RULES
THE RAILROAD
ACCOMPLISHED
TOURIST

for Denver, where she will spend ser
erai weeks.
LECTELLS IN INTERESTING
Dick Devine, who has been out of
TURE HOW TO HANDLE
the city for some, time is again at his
AT ALL TIMES
desk in the jfean Miguel bank.
'
Mrs. I. C. Richmond of Clayton, is
An interesting lecture was given to
here visiting - her ,sister, Mrs. E. J,
railroad men and shippers last night
bcott and daughter,
Mrs.
Charles
in the Y. M. C. A-- hall by Captain
V.:
Onion.
G. E. Carleton, assistant chief inspecGeorge H. Hunker and C. W.
tor for the bureau of explosives of
of thi Lp Vegas Lumber com
the American Railway Federation. A
pany, areiln ftaiada today on a brief considerable
number of men were
Dusiness trip.
present and heard Captain Carleton's
Miss Maude Russell
has returned lecture with
profit Captain Carleton
from San Francisco where she has devoted his entire
time to a discusbeen spending several months visiting sion of safe means of
handling, transrelatives and friends.
porting and shipping explosives'. He
Bias Sanchez, superintendent of the gave a good outline of the regulations
Mora county schools, returned today which are
provided by the lnter-sfat- e
to his home in Wagon Mound after a commerce commission' and the railshort visit in Las Vegas,
way association, showing that If these
Mrs. E. J. Scott has returned from are followed closely by railway emAmarillo, Texas, where she was called ployes and shippers there is little
by the serious Illness of her son, Ed, likelihood of disastrous explosions. '
She reports him much Improved.
Captain Carleton described thesys.
District Attorney Charles W. G, tern of labels that are used to desig
contents of packages in
Ward Is 'in Santa Fe where be went nate the
this morning on a brief business vis which explosives are being shipped,
it. Mr. Ward has business before the the railway employes being able at
a glance to know the character of
New Mexico supreme court,
Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Rosenwald left the shipments by the color of the la
last night for their home in Kansas bels.
Captain Carleton named a number
City. Mr Rosenwald's mother, Mrs,
E. RoBenwald, who has been severely of instances in which disastrous ac
ill for some time, is reported today as cidents have been caused by criminal
negligence on the part of shippers
considerably improved,
Walter Wich and hia nephew, John and railway employes. He cited the
Instance in whioh a man shipped ni'
Wlch, residents of Quincy, Ills., are
in the city, for a short time. They troglycerine under the name of but
are on their Way to Albuquerque, ter. Captain Carleton showed with a
While here they visited with Walte steropticon method of loading and
H. Davis, Elmer Forgy and George shipping explosives as well as pictures
caused by carelessness
Wheatcroft, the latter two of The of explosions
He predicted that the present system
Optic, all of whom are formerly-of-Quinc- y
of regulations, with the
men.
of railway men and shippers, will
make serious explosions in the future
exceedingly few.
a X
Freedom.
The lecture was given' under the
Indeed, the first point we have all
to determine Is not how free we are, direction of the Santa Fe. Admission
but what kind of creatures we are. It was free.
Is of small Importance to any of ui
whether we get liberty; but of the
greatest, that we deserve It. Whether
we can 'win it, fate must determine; TATEM TOTED A
JAG,
but that we will be worthy of It we
may Ourselves determine; and the
sorrowf uleet" fate of all that we can
SAYS JUDGE MURRAY
suffer Is, to have It without deserving
It Ruskln.
TEN DAYS IN TOWER OF CITY'S
ROYAL CASTLE IS THE
When Mahomet Went to the Mountain.
Mahomet , made the people believe
RESULT
that he would call a hill to him, and
from the top of It offer prayers to the
"I was not drunk, Judge," said
observers of the law. The people assembled; Mahomet called the bill to Prince Tatem to Police Magistrate
come to him, again and again; and Magistrate Murray this morning when
when It stood still, he was never a he was led in to answer the charge
whit abashed, but said: "If the hill filed against him yesterday. "I am a
Will not come to Mahomet, Mahomet sick man.
Occasionally I wabble a
will go ,to the hill." Bacon.
little on my legs but that is due to
weakness." Judge Murray, however,
Coihtrlee Much Alike.
did not listen to the prince's explanaVictoria, the Australian province, tion. He gave his highness ten days
has often been compared with Caliin Jail. It Is believed the prince will
fornia, and, indeed, Is almost a duplicate In nearly every respect of this have become able to navigate by the
state, the Murray .valley, which con- time the sentence has elapsed, wh3n
tains the bulk of the irrigable coun- he likely will, be shown the shortest
try, being remarkably similar to the and quickest way out of town.
Sacramento valley San Francisco Argonaut ' " '
Ready and Anxious.
"You shouldn't criUclse Bigsley so
severely for his failure to get along
Going Some.
And you're a with his wifeS Just put yourself In
The New Hat-Tre- e
centenarian? By George! Aside from Ms place." "I'm going to as soon as
a few cracks In your face, you hold the lady gets her divorce."
your age mighty well! What's the
Clock
The Grandfather's
secret?
Always Happens.
(serenely) I keep regular hours and
A man who goes around with a ohip
always find something for my hands
on his shoulder will finally encounter
to do! Puck.
as big a fool as he Is, and there will
be a fight Atchison Globe.
As He Understood It.
"Why la It," asked the ambitious
Ethics on the Blink.
young orator, complaining to the edIn Boston a thief was caught who
itor of the morning paper, "that you
always report me as having said, had stolen a glass eye from a poor
among other things.' "Well, as I peddler. The thief acted on a shortunderstand it, you are usually among sighted policy. Cincinnati Tribune.
other things when you say them."
Cars-calle-

Phone Main 3

I

S. Moore left
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LAS VEGAS DAILY
ADVISES

Optic
COLUMN

.

ates

FOR

CLASSIFIED

Home Becomes a 8weat Shop
Laws 8hould Interfere," Says
a Woman.

j

ADVER-

TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
Ne ad to occupy less space than, two
lines. All advertisements charged will
be booked at saase actually set, with
ut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

Malo and Female
Help Wanted
LIVE MAN or woman wanted for
work at home paying $2.00 to $3.00
per day, with opportunity to ad
vance. Spare time can be used.
Work not difficult and requires no
experience. Universal Houae, 352
Wabash avenue, Chicago.
WANTED

Eighth

Girl for housework.

CHILDREN

1 "When

Number, Main 2.

Optic'

CARE OF

1102

ttreet

Wanted
.WANTED Second hand buggy for
smalj pony. Apply at Optlo office.

WANTED Every lady and gentleman in Las Vegas to try box ball.

For Sale

"It Is nonsense to talk of the preservation of the borne, when the mother is forced to supplement the family
income. The children of such homes
would have far better care In day nurseries. The home into which the mother brings outBlde labor Is neither
home nor factory."
Here is sense, rather than sentiment, for which we may thank Miss
Frances Perkins, executive secretary
of the Consumers' League, who looks
thus squarely at a situation upon
which most of us drop a tear rather
than a thought
"Many of the poorer families think
that as long as their children do not
actually die they are fulfilling their
duties as parents toward them. But
the child is entitled to something better than that, and if the something
better is away from home, and in a
day nursery, then the day nursery is
the proper place for the child.
"This does not apply entirely to the
families in actual want. It is Just as
true of the small dressmaker, or of
the women of any of the minor trades
who bring their work into the home.
The moment this is done the place is
no longer a home; The beds are half
made, the rooms are in disorder, and
the meals improperly cooked.
"I think I would be inclined to believe it would be better for the child
were the state to take care of it in
some way. I believe In many cases,
even were the wages of the man provider raised, the wife and mother
would continue the home labor. In
many Italian and Hebrew homes now
there is the home work of the mother
and child labor as well, although the
family could get along without either
one. They are probably saving for a
home in the country, or maybe simply for a bank account, and as long as
the mother and children remain actually alive they do not consider the
work may be harmful. From homes
like these it would be better if the
child were taken and cared for by the
state."
Tact and No Tact.
The difference between a man of
quick tact and one of no tact at all
may be Illustrated by an interview
which took place between Lord Pal- merston and Mr. Behnes, the sculptor.
nev. js. j. Hardy gives it In his book,
entitled "How to be Hannv Thnnirr,
Civil."
At the last sitting which Lord
gave him. Behnes onenprt th

FOR SALE Ticket to Kansas City,
cheap. Apply Box 214.
conversation with:
"Any news, my lord, from France?
FOR SALE A good Jersey cow. In- HOW do we Stand With Louln TJ&nn.
leonT"
quire 410 Grand Avenue.
The foreign secretary raised his eyeFOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- brows for an Instant, and quietly rescriptions. Notary . seals and . reo plied:
"Really, Mr. Behnes, I don't know.
ords at The Optlo office.
I have not seen the newspapers."
.The announcement of the second
Lord Lytton's appointment as Viceroy
of India, at a time when the government was keeping it a secret, was one
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front of the greatest feats of Delane, the
room, electric light, bath, furnace famous editor of the Times.
Delane was sitting: at dinner nptt
heat. 1038 Fifth street.
to an eminent physician, who happened to mention that Lord
bad
FOR RENT Ranch, one mile out, consulted him that mornlnarLytton
an to thn
north on Eighth street. Fenced fitness of his constitution to withstand
and cross fenced, 3 room adobe the Indian climate.
Delane wisely asked no neufltinna.
house, stable and large barn. Inbut drew his Inference from what he
quire E. V. Long.
heard, and the next morning the
Times announced the aDDoIntmnnt nf
FOR RENT Stone barn and good lot. Lord Lytton as
Viceroy of India.
See Calhoun.
Youth s companion.
n

For Rent

1

1

FOR RENT Four room, modern
house. Inquire 916 Jackson avenue.

"Onion" Dish Cost Him $60.
When Lester D arrow, a wealthy res
FOR RENT The box ball alleys for ident of Mlddleboro, Ohio, asked his
cook to prepare some onions for dinbowling parties.
ner a few days ago; he did not know
that this special dish would cast him
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Mrs. $60. It did, however.
When six fine looking onions were
Del Chambers, 710 Grand Avenue.
placed on the table at noon, Mr.
appetite waxed keen and he
started to eat one of them. It did
not exactly suit his taste and on close
he found that the supposed
LOST Thursday evening, fur scarf. inspection
onion was anything but one. He then
Please return to E- - Rosenwald & asked the cook where she had proSon, Plaza.
cured the "onions," and she told him
she had found them in the barn.
where she had thought the gardener
had left them.
At once Mr. Darrow remembered
By Studying
that he had placed In the barn six
gladiolus bulbs which he had Imported
The Ads You
from Japan at an expense of approximately $10 each, and he soon discov
Increase Greatly
ered that it was these bulbs that the
cook had prepared for hla dinner.
Dar-dow- 's

Lost

Your Chances
of "Living
Happily Ever After!
Present day conditions of living
pretty nearly making
and

come

M

&

find that the ads
really help to make the income
STRETCH OVER THE NECESSITIES when it seems, sometimes,
like too big a task.
Bayiiin economies a little here
and a little there really grow to
worth-whil- e
proportions in the
coarse of a year; and amount to an
increase of income.
Home-make- rs
who are really
are comearnest happiness-hunter- s
ing q tiite generally, to be intelligent
readers of the ads.
H.) lseholders

'1

--

ill

,

THE BARGAINS
ARE ADTERTISED
IN THE OPTIOiSUl

Internals of Ocean Greyhound.
In a big Atlantic liner there are
over one thousand tons of piping of
various kinds. The boiler tubes If
placed end to end would stretch about
ten miles, the condenBer-tube- s
over
twenty-fiv'miles.
The condensers
pump up more than fifty thousand tons
of water a day, and the furnaces consume about eight million cubic feet of
air per hour. No fewer than 60,000
separate pieces of steel are used In
the main structure of the ship.
e

OPTIC TUESDAY, JANUARY 31,

RAINY DAY IN THE NURSERY1
Various Wsys

the Childrenand Kept From
Bad Weather.

In Which

Can Be Amused

Peevishness

In

A rainy day is always something of
a trial to the children In the nursery.

The little ones miss their usual walk,
and the hours drag heavily. The children are listless and peevish, and the
day very likely ends with a fit of tem
per or tears.
Now, here is a way to avoid these
consequences: Dress the children In
their hats and coats and turn them
loose to romp In a large room where
the windows are thrown open, but secure from danger. This plan gives
them plenty of fresh air and exercise.
Set aside a few toys, not necessarily
expensive ones, and keep them strictly
for rainy days or when the children
are prevented by illness from going

Standing Room Only.
The regular umpire was sick and a
kind old gentleman from the country
agreed to do the best he knew how.
All went' well until the fifth inning
when,-witthe bases full, the pitcher
got wabbly and put over four wide
ones and the batter started to take bis
base. "What will we do with the
young feller," asked the old man of out
the pitcher. "We ain't got no place to
The rainy day doll or box of bricks
put him." Success Magazine.
or automobile will be welcomed as a
novelty and will keep the boys and
girls amused for hours when they
Candlesticks.
If you must use a candle In a hurry would soon tire of their usual toys.
Another fine plan is to let the chil
and cannot find a candlestick, try
putting the candle into the neck of an dren help about the house. A little
empty bottle. If you can get one to girl will be delighted with permission
fit approximately, it will serve quite to help make the beds or dust things
as well. A little shaving with a pen- she cannot break.
Let rainy days be always times of
knife or melting with a match will fit
the candle into a bottle a Ut too indoor activity. Tou cannot expect a
child with overflowing energy to spend
small for It
hours in quiet occupations.
"Why can't you sit down and keep
One of Tom Hood's Last Jokes.
still with a book?" mother asks.
The child doesn't know why it'
Shortly before his death, being visited by a clergyman whose features as can't, though the explanation Is a very
well as language were more lugubri- simple one.
ous than consoling. Hood looked up
A great deal of exercise is needful
at him compaslonately and said, "My for the proper development of growing
dear sir, 'I am afraid your religion limbs, and if this exercise cannot be
doesn't
agree with
you." From secured by outdoor play it must be
Planche's Reminiscences.
gained in some other way.

1911

Estray Advertisement
Notice U hereby given to whom it THE
LOBBY
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
T. G. Upton, Deming, New Mexico.
One gray mare.
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
Branded
t
On left hip .
One brown mare.
Branded
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, 11, said date being 10 CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M, J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645,
I. O. B. B. Meets every first Tuesdays after last appearance of this ad
Regular communivertisement, said estray will be sold
of the month In the vestry
day
and
first
cation
by this Board for the benefit of the
. rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
owner when found.
third Thursday in
CATTLE SANITARY BOAR
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
each month. VisitAppel,
Albuquerque. N. M.
Inlvted. Isaac
cordially
cor
ing brothers
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
Chas. Greenclay, Sec-President;
W.
H.
William
Invited.
Stapp,
dially
retary.
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder. Secretary.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it LA8 VEGA8 COMMANDERY. NO. 2, iNIGKT8 OF COLUMBU8, COUNCIL
may concern that the following de
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
Meet
NO. 804
second and fourth
scribed estray animal was taken up by
m. u. Keenan, springer, N. M.
Yhursday in O R. C. hall. Pioneer
Regular concur- - second
m
One buckskin mare about 15
building. Visiting members are corTuesday- in each month at
.
Masonic Tsuple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
dially invited. W. H. Tipton. G. K.;
years old.
Branded
E. P. MackeL F. SS.
Charles
Tamme,
Bencher,
C;
On left shoulder
Kecorder.

AND CAFE

RESTAURANT

r"l

To-w- it:

DIRECTORY

.

lJb

To-wi-

Branded
LAS' VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYAL
On left hip
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
Said animal being unknown to this
tion first Monday In each
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
month at Masonic Temple,
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
,at 7:30 p. m. J. A.
aays after last appearance of this adH.
Chas.
H.
P.;
vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Sporleder, Secretary.
owner when found.
Rut-ledge-

--

.. O. O. F., LA8 VEGA8 LODGE NO.

1

Meets every Monday evening at
their ball on Sixth street All visiting Brethren cordially invited to attend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. El wood, Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

NO.
DORADO
LODGE
1,
EL
CAMP NO. 13779 MODKNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS Meets LAS VEGAS
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
Monday
every
Meets the second and fourth Tuesevening In Casdays of each month in Ihe W. O. W.
tle Hall. Visiting
Estray Advertisement
hall at 8 p. m. Christopher Clay,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
corare
Knights
may concern tlyit the following de
Worthy Advisor; Geo. Laemmle,
dially Invited.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Clerk. Visiting neighbors are corA.
Geo.
Fleming,
Francisco Losono, Hillsboro, N. M.
dially Invited.
One bay horse 8 years old,
Keeper of Rec700
14
about
hands
ords and Seal.
lbs.,
weighs
high,
CATTLE

SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque- - N. M.

To-wi- t:

"

His Panatella.
SAVING ON THE GAS BILL
"So you are in love, eh?" sneered
the first smoker. "Well, a woman is Boil a Lot of Potatoes at Once
and Fix
only a woman, but a good cigar Is a
Them Up in Various Tasty
smoke," "My girl Is of rather a panaWays.
tella shape," responded the second
smoker. "That Is what attracted me
Two or three times a week boll or
to her m the first place." LouUville steam
a large kettle of potatoes In the
'
Courier-Journaoriginal packages, set them aside to
cool, and verily, my daughters, they
will seem a treasure house of gold and
A Natural Presumption.
When Edna's mother wished the lit- silver. After you have been kept busy
tle girl many happy returns of the all day with the multitudinous duties
day on the morning of her fifth birth- which fall to the lot of every house
day, the child said thoughtfully: keeper, it will seem as a great weight
"Tm five years old today and now, I lifted from your tired shoulders to
spose 111 just keep on being fiver and have no potatoes to wash and pare at
fiver and fiver every day, till I'm dinner time. A few from your treasure
house may be stripped of their soft
six."
Jackets in the twinkling of an eye,
halved and browned In butter, and be
Fruit of a Good Life.
ready to serve in no time. Eacalloped,
When you see an old man amiable, au gratln, hashed brown, Lyonnalse,
German fried breakfast hash, all may
mild, equable, content and
be sure that in his youth he be served from this ame reserve
has been Just, generous and forbear- fund.
This arrangement saves not only
ing. In his end he does not lament
the past nor dread the future; he la time, but fuel, and the same plan may
like the evening of a fine day.
be followed in cooking meat It is a
waste of time and money to roast a
small piece of meat. When you are
Rapidly Multiplying.
to cook either a pot or an
preparing
"Judging from the advertising pages oven roast, purchase a large one, for
of the magazines," remarked the Ob- it will consume very little extra fuel In
server of Events and Things, "it the
and what is left from the
seems to me that there is a new safe- first cooking,
meal can be worked over Into
razor
minute."
Invented
every
ty
numerous dishes fully as tasty as the
Tonkers Statesman.
first one. Do you always plan an oven
meal when you are roasting meat?
Potatoes may be browned with the
She Needed a Wringer.
meat escalloped corn or tomatoes,
"Oh, yes," said Mrs. Bright, "I got
or spaghetti with cheese be
home all right, but when I reached the macaroni
for
baked
vegetable, pudding or pie for
door I found I hadn't my latchkey. I
for one gas bill.
all
dessert
thought I should never get In, for Mr.
and I had
Bright was in the bath-tuto ring him out!"
"The 8oul of Golf."
One who knew the soul of golf saw.
it and described it It was a tricky
Only One Thing to Do.
An Omaha doctor says bolting food green, with a drop of 20 feet behind it
increases human mortality. There are To have overrun it would have been
so many theories on this thing now fatal. There was a stiff head wind.
adays that we've come to the conclu- The player would not risk running up.
sion that the only thing to do with He cut well In under the ball to get
all the back spin he could. He pitched
food is to eat It
the ball well up against the wind,
which caught It, and, on account of
the spin, threw it up and up until it
The Philosopher of Folly.
"Time has more lives than a cat," soared almost over the hole, then It
says the Philosopher of Folly. "I've dropped like a shot bird about a yard
killed it a thousand- times myself, but from the hole, and the back . spin
eternity doesn't seem a minute gripped the turf and held the ball within a foot of where it fell. It was obnearer."
vious to one man that it was a crude
shot It was equally obvious to anMen to Be Despised.
other, who knew the inner secrets of
We ought to despise the man who the game, that It was a brilliantly
will not help others and also despise conceived and beautifully executed
the fakers who pretend to be helping stroke. One man saw nothing of the
others while only helping themselves. soul of the stroke. He got the husk,
Leslie's.
and the other took the kernel. P. B
Valle, in North American Review.
Going Too Far.
"Everybody makes mistakes," said
A Statesman Who Gambled High.
Uncle Eben; "but you's got to look out
Arthur's, Almanack's, Bootle's and
foh a man when some special mistake White's were
the chief clubs of the
gits to be a habit"
young men of fashion. There was play
at all, and decayed noblemen and
broken down senators fleeced the unWhere They Balk.
The average man is truthful," says wary there. Charles Fox, a dreadful
gambler, was cheated in very late
the Philosopher of Folly, "but not one times
lost 200,000 pounds at play.
man in fifty will tell you the real rea
Gibbon tells of his playing 22 hours
son he wears a silk hat"
at a sitting, and losing 600 pounds an
hour. That indomitable punster said
that the greatest pleasure in life, after
Especially Bigger Than Himself.
William Barnes, Jr., has Joined the winning was losing. What hours, what
Little Brothers of the Grouch.
He nights, what health did he waste over
the devil's books. I was going to say
says he hates a boss.
what peace of mind, but he took his
losses very philosophically. After an
awful night's play, he was found on a
Varying Wants.
"Walter, make a good fire at once, sofa tranquilly reading an Eclogue of
for I am awfully wet, and bring me a Virgil. From Thackeray's "The Four
drink, for I am fearfully dry." Judge, Georges."
l.

good-humore-d,

b

That Telephone Habit
"The telephone habit has a strong
grip on us," said a New York clergyman, as reported by the Sun, "and its
influence on our vocabulary, our comparisons and our lines of thought Is
quite remarkable. I had an amusing
Instance of Just this very thing the other Sunday afternoon. I was going over
with my children the various statements in the Lord's prayer. I tried to
make each sentence plain and practical. When I'd finished my oldest boy
3sked, "What's amen, father?" I hes
itated to get some easy answer that
they'd remember, when the youngest
little chap spoke up and said, "Why,
amen's Just "ring off," isn't it, father V
Real Aid.
Then, as I supposed I looked someThe best help which- can be given to
what amused and shocked at his inter
pretation of the word, he added anybody is to help him to help him'Amen's Just more respectful 'cause self.
you're talking to God, but it really
means ring off.' As an example of
Moral Courage Merely Obedience.
the ever present thought of the tele
Moral courage la raly another name
-'
to
is
I
this
hard
think
bea,
phone
for obedience.

Quite

Expert

"I remember your wife as such a
dainty and pretty girl, Tumly, and
yet they tell me she has turned out a
fine cook."
"Turned out a fine cook!" exclaimed
Tumly. "She has turned out half a
dozen of them within the last three
months.' Toledo Blade.

both ears split
Branded
On left shoulder

DENTISTS.

r

F. R. LORD

i

BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
and third Wedmesdaya of each

Branded
'On right hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

DENTI8T
Office Pioneer Building
Rooms 3 and 4
Office Pnone Main 57
Residence Phone 41d

month at Fraternal Brotherhood
ban. A. B. Hay ward, F. M.; W. A.
Givens, Secretary. Visiting memDR. E. L. HAMMOND
bers cordially Invited.
DENTI8T
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
and
Has
4. Crockett
Building.
fourth Tuesday evening of each Suit
office and residence.
at
phones
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
Albuquerque, N. M.
First-pub- .
Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11 . Brothers are cordially Invited. J. K.ATTOIWEYS
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Oony Martin,
I
don, Secretary.
Hunker
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester
Estray Advertisement
NO
Notice is hereby given to whom it FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
HUNKER & HUNKER
uuay concern that the following de
102 Meets every Monday night at
Attorneys at Law
scribed estray animal was taken up b;
hall in the Schmidt building La Vegas,
their
New Mexico
A. A. Sena, East Las Vegas, N. M.
vest of Fountain Square, at elghi
t:
One blue gray mare, about
o'clock. Visiting members are cor ATTENTION
6 or 6 years old, weighs about 900 lbs.,
STOCK
OWNERS I
left ear split, harness marks on collar.
dially welcome. Fred Philips, presiam fully prepared to prevent in your
Branded
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary.
stock, all contagious blood or germiOn left Jaw
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth
cidal diseases; such as, distemper
Branded
erhood hall every second and fourth
In horses, black leg in cattle, tllarta
On left Bhouldei
Thursday, sleep at the eighth rum
(bronchitis) in sheep, hog cholera
Branded
brothers always welcome
in
Viaiting
pigs, and a number of others
On left hip
to the wigwam. E. EL Guhrlna.
"Will alBO cure any of the above disSaid animal being unknown to tnu
sachem; WalLe H. Davis chief ot
eases while others pronounce them
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
records and collector of wampum
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
Incurable. Will go to any part ot
days after last appearance of this ad- F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
the territory when called by responvertisement, said estray will be sold
sible parties. Write for terms and
at
Fraternal
each
month,
evenings
by this Board for the benefit of thj
fees. Address, Dr. O. S. Montoya,
brotherhood haJl. Visiting Brothers
owner when found.
1206 National avenue, E. Las Vegas,
CATTLE SANITARY
are cordially invited. B. F. McGuire
BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
N. M. Phone Vegas 224.
E. C. Ward. Secretary.
President;
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
To-wi-

.

Estray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
John Berkshire, Estancia, N. M.
One light red white faced
cow, 4 years old.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said ustray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
To-wi- t:

irm

Lfll

SANITARY

Estray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Acodemus F. Chaves, Pajarlto, N. M.
One gray horse, about 5
years old, weighs about 800 lbs.
Branded
QQ
OO
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by ovrner on or
before Feb. 13,. '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement .said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
To-wi- t:

CATTLE

SANITARY

BOARD.

Albuquerque, N.
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb.

M.
2, '11

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
H. E. de Oliviera, Claud, N. M.
One brown mare, 5 or 6
years old, weight about 800 lbs., wire
scar on left hind leg, star In face.
Unbranded.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
;

To-wi- t:

'

Estray Advertisement
BOARD.
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
Albuquerque, N. M.
concern that the following depub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11 may
scribed estray animal was taken up by
E. E. Van Horn, Albuquerque, N. M.

CATTLE

First

Wire scar on right shoulder, two white
hind feet, right ear split, weighs about
550 lbs.
No brands
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11

One email black stallion,
white spot in forehead, 3 years old.
No brands
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
To-wit:

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

(Not Coal Land)
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M, Jan.
11, 191L

Notice Is hereby given that Cheniah
F. Jester ,of Cherryvale, N. M., who,
on February 19, 1909, made Homestead Entry Serial No. 08864, for NW
section 22, Township 17 North,
Range 21 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
commutation proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Robt. L. M. Ross, U. S. Court Commissioner, at Las Vegae, N. M, on the
8th day of March, 1911.
Claimant names at witnesses:
William Smith, of East Las, Vegas,
N. M.; John W. Grimes, of Cherry-valN. M.; Bartholomew, B. Schwel-ge- r,
of Cherryvale, N. M, and Herbert
Smith, of Gonzales, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Feb 15
Register.
,
e,

LOCAL TIME CARD
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
A. Sellers, Buchanan, N. M.
One black mule about 8 years old, No 1
16 hands high, both ears 'split
Na
No brands.
No- - 7
' Said animal being unknown to this
No- - 9
ttoard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
1
by this Board for the benefit of the
'3
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
J
.
Albuquerque. N. M.
N0,
First pub. Jan. 23t last pub. Feb. 2, '11

A Reliable Cough Medicine
Is a valuble family friend. Foley's
Honey and Tar fulfills this condition
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
exactly. Mrs. Charles Kline, N. 8th
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Jan. 23. last pub. Feb. 2, '11 St, Easton, Pa., states: "Several
members of my family have been cured
of bad coughs and colds by the use Nol
of Foley's Honey and Tar and I am
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It never without a bottle in the house,
may concern that the following de- it soothes and relieves the irritation
scribed estray animal was taken up by In the throat and loosens up the cold.
J.
H. E. de Oliviera, Cloud, N. M.
I have always found it a reliable
I
One brown mare about 2 cough
cure." O. G. Schaefer and
years, old, white streak la forehead Cross Drug Co.
N0' 10
To-wi- t:

A
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BOUND

Arrive
1:50
6:15
6:15
6:35
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M.
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M.

Depart

.'

2:10
6:20
6:40
7:00

P. M.
P. M.'

11:25

P.M.

A.M.

EA8T BOUND
Arrive
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1:45 P.M.
Depart
9:15 P. M.

-

....11:80 P.
1:25
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Miss Gould's bridesmaids would be
Mliis Mope Hamilton, Miss Louise

GOTHAM SOCIETY

Cromwell of Washington, Miss Hannah Randolph of Philadelphia. Miss
Allison Pierce and Miss
Eme'.ine
Holmes, Miss Edith Gould, sister of
the bride, will be her maid of honor.

BATTY ABOUT
YEDDING
ONLY
18

SON SUCCEEDS
FATHER IN THE

TOPIC OF CONVERSATION
3
NUPTIALS
ATTENDANTS ANNOUNCED
GOULD-DECIE-

THE

SENATE

WASHINGTON

LETTERS SOLD
Philadelphia. Jan-- 31. Included in
a notable collection of autographs of
rered at public sale here today were
twenty-thre- e
letters and document
written or signed by George Wellington. One of the finest letters in
n
the collection, written entirely
Washington's hand, was dated Philadelphia, August 12, 1793, and addres
sed to Thomas Jefferson, requesting
him to continue in office as secretary
of state. Several of the other letters
were dated from Valley Forge nd
two were written while Washington
was president.

IQ

THREE INSTANCES

WHERE THIS
IN THE
UNITED STATES

New, York, Jan. 31. With the arrival of every transaltantlo liner there
are additions to the
wedding guesU and members of the bfidal
party. By the middle of next week
there will be one of the most brilliant
gatherings here or foreign and American society leaders in the history of
Gotham's smart set.
Next week will be rather quiet socially, the only big function that has
JAPAN HANDLES
been arranged in honor of the
s HOW
wedding, Ferbuary 7, being the
farewell bachelor dinner to be given
THE BUZZING AUTOS
by the prospective bridegroom next
Saturday night

OPTIC

LAS VEGAS

HAS OCCURRED

An addition to the membership of
IS
the senate was made la a manner that
s
Hi) YOU EVER slop to think that every family
easily distanced all previous records
for the induction of statesmen when
should have The Optic as part of its
Davis Elkins appeared and took the
'
A
oath of face by appointment as successor to his father, Stephen B. Elktus
The father wants news while it U fresh, he wants to
tt
who died only four days before,
was the most expeditious transformabe posted on what is harmeniird so that heTinav be?able
tion the senate has ever witnessed.
to discuss intelligently with his business acquaintances the timely 'events of
At one minute after midnight on
Gould-DecieMonday, January 9, Governor Glassthe day.
cock of West, Virginia designated Davis Elkins as senator and signed bis
Mother wants to find out what bargains are (or sale at the bi si ores; she also
credentials. This was done because
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.
Lord Decles has practically made A CURIOUS TRANSLATION OF THE the signature on Sunday would have
been illegal. Executive Clerk Youn
out his invitations, and In addition
IMPOSED ON
REGULATIONS
a
THE OPTIC (ills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable to
took the document and boarded
to his best man and the ushers, Miss
MOTOR CARS IN JAPAN
for
later
minutes
a
few
train leaving
Gould's two brothers, Klngdon and
every member of your family.
Washington.
Jay, will attend the dinner, Anthony
Translations of the Japanese traffic
at
was
A twlft automobile
waiting
J. Drexel, Miss Gould's brother-in-laordinance regulating the operation of the station and wh'rled the clerk nd
Send in your subscription today and find out what is doind on in Las Vegas,
will also be one of the guests.
motor cars in the Flowery Kingdom his
precious package upon bis arrival
New Mexico and the world nt large.
Captain Edward Lumb, Lord Decles' have been made by a well known in
over to the capltol.
brother-in-law- ,
and Lord Cumoys,
A
in
Yokohama.
peculiar
terpreter
Young Elkins had been In a room
both of whom will act as ushers, ar- feature of the
ordinances is
Japan
the senate chamber nearly
adjoining
rived yesterday. Lord Decles was at the fact that they are operative only
arrixal
the pier to greet them and after tak- against private owners, all others be- all the afternoon awaiting the
was pur
time
The
Young.
of
Clerk
ing them to the Waldorf, the
ing exempt. The translations follow: posely filled in and adjournment de
went to Lakewood, the
"In case any policeman recognise
of Induction
Gould home, whet he will remain any danger on the car he has a right ferred until the ceremony
Please Fill Out andForward This Wank
take
could
place.
over Sunday.
to examine or stop the car until thorWhen the credentials were placed In
New York society la taking more oughly repaired.
Scott's hands at 3:22. or 17
Senator
interest in the marriage of Miss Vivien
"The speed of a car is limited to minutes after the train from CharlesGould than it has In any transconti eight miles an hour, but in Yokohama
the station, he arose and
Send to my address until I. order it discontinued THE
nental alliance In many years. One or other specified places by other po- ton reached
an
Ihe
senate,
DAILY OPTIC.
reason for this is that It Is one of the lice authorities speed is limited to fix presented them to
that Mr. Elkins was present
BY
nouncing
have
matches'
that
"love
few
very
miles per hour.
and prepared to take the oath. He es
Name
marked the union of American dollars
in
work
"When the car is engaged
new senator to the plat
with a foreign title, and Lord Decles, in night the light must be prepared j corted the
Vice President Sherman
where
form,
Address
also, has become a great social favor- on the car.
the oath.
administered
forite since his bethrothal has been
"The car smust not go in rows or
Mr. Elkins then signed the book re
mally announced.
1
take races with other oar or carriage.
purposes
.for identification
quired
lAf
AAtnAi1 Af anv b1 reet bridge
Many presents already have arrived
f m
of
rear
at
the
a
seat
to
Mwas
assigned
at the Gould mansion, and It Is ex- steep road or any thronging places,)
iemocratic side and introduced to
pected that the coming week will wlt- - ("Br muoi U MU l.t
"i j a
large number ot ms new associaiwi.
ness a veritable deluge of magnificent Ug trumpet
new senator closely resembles
The
Kins
"When any other carriage or any- - his father, only being of smaller frame
most marvelous record ever at
jame8 Donald Cameron that he woul the
The jewelers and goldsmiths of New i one pass aneaa or ajjpiu.m m? tai
talned by any family. Besides the
rather choose a new secretary of war.
stature. He is well set-uand
York nave been engaged exclusively Lbe car must go jn special slow speed
In the eenate,
The failure to have the younger long term of the father
pale and with a slight trace of bald
v,
loot ttirPA or four weens in or stop its motion.
cabinet sud aggregating eighteen years, the son
the
is smootn snaven.
in
continued
He
ness.
Cameron
elected
manufacturing costly trinkets for the
'When any car meets with the pro
Probably not the least unique and denly brought the elder Cameron to was four times consecutively
future Lady Decles, and it Is whisper- cession, festival, funeral, fire brigade, interesting feature of Mrv Elkins' in-- the immediate fulfillment ot a pur- to the senate1 and served an aggregate
has a" climate of unsurpaned healthful-nes- s
ed that Miss Gould will have the most carriage of postofflce, army, etc., the vesture with the senatorial toga is the
of twenty years.
7HIS VICINITY
pose that he had long had in view af period
of heat or cold, having nearly S00
extremes
son
a
without
which
In
brilliant and costly array of wedding car must stop until passed; otherwise short term he will have to serve.
instance
ter he found himself securely in the. The other
royal-tv- .
in
sunshine
In
the
of
United
the
year.
be-father
succeeded
the
days
Mr.
car must go the other way.
presents of any bride, outside of
of
state
hia
shortness
of
the
But deBnite
senate with the power
The water supply Is abundant and pure, furnished by mounin recent years.
At corner of street, car must turn Elkin's term his investure will make hind him. He did not conceal his de States senate was that of the Bayards
to
father
plans
tain streams or from wella of no great depth.
It is said that her
In large circle In right, but In small a lasting record In the history of the sire to establish a Cameron dynasty, of Delaware. James A. Bayard of the
corseat in the
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen inches, avercircle In left.
give her a $500,000 London home,
senate In more ways than one and win and have his son succeed him in the Diamond state resigned his
magcost
and
senate in the early part of the war, beage, occurring principally In July and August.
"If disobey to above, detention or doubtless, be recalled in future years senate.
responding in point of
resl-dpn- r
The soil is highly fertile and easy of working, being generalbe refused to take the oath of
nificence with the New York
money penalty will be Imposed."
when out of the ordinary happenings
The elder Cameron had been elected cause
Drexel.
of
TJn- was
then
loam especially retentive of moisture.
required
that
he erave her sister, Mrs.
ly
sandy
discussed.
allegiance,
times.
in the senate are being
to the senate four different
Thomas F.
his
and
here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
Lands
eon,
for
What Lord Decles' English friends
senators,
case
will
the
he
fusion
and
bolt
fha
j..K4nUUUUICUiJ
First by a democratic
'
Is a
sucoessor
bride
of
the
elected
will
the
CHANCES
waa
are equally good.
conditions
TOOK
where
give
relatives
and
reasons than one. Senator
with the Whigs In 1845; when by the Bayard,
are
father.
alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and
the
w'.h
principally
matter of conjecture, but there Is one
Crops
fame
begins
inns' claim to lasting
holt of Leho. Maneer and wagenmake
every
will
beets
promise to be profitable.
forage. Sugar
(Continued from Page' Three)
thing sure that they
the fact that he is the third ot his seller, democratic representatives, and
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scientifically, ij proving to be sucrt in have their gifts compare iaFarming,"
practiced
of
the
"Dry
a
member
he
family to become
support of the republicans
the
with
from
a
In
letter
Okla.
of
area
splendor
cessful here, a large
being under cultivation.
Chandler,
vnrablv in point
who has been wrLUa- -' some extraord ner house of the national legislaMre was elected over Forney in 1867, when
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says:
cover many thousand acres surroundAmerican
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Mrs.
to
Da
bride's
An
this
system
of
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the
irrigation
place,
those
inary veto messtif.'-'aHis grandfather, Henry Gassaway
he was nominated by the republicans
for
thank
to
you
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ing the city is now being constructed.
"What's his name?" said Manning. vis havine been the first and nis iatn over Curtin and elected by the full "I hardly know how
last week that
Tt win announced
that Cardui has done me. Be- Mining developments In the adjacent mountains are show"Cleveland," was the reply- er the late Senator Stephen B. Elkins party vote, and again in 1873, when the good
was
T
I
rlefl
I
thoucht
Cardnl.
to
second
Investigate
very promising values. Building stone of superior Quality li
up
sent
ing
Apgar
whom he succeeded, the
prac
Manning
he was nominated and
was
I
It,
after
taking
nast help, but
quarried nearby.
further and then called in Lamont.
This record in itself is remarkable tically without a contest.
relieved at once, and gained at least
The Pecos National Forest, w hlch Is near, affords excellent
un
an
to
fill
was
"nan." he said, "how would you as there have been but few instances
election
His first
look
I
says
10
Everyoody
and
for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost
son
beln
through
and
pounds.
Buffalo
his
to
father
out
run
grazing
and
rt ernndfather,
like a
expired term of four years,
am
still
I
Improving
better.
so
sound
much
Stock raising is a profitable business.
the middle of the state and
senators, and only two in the histor..' second election ended in four years by
are
women
complete
one
this
to
Many
A great natural pleasure ground abounds In this National
greatly."
the
with
respect
present
of the senate besides
the democrats
his resignation to accept a position in
on acworn-ou- t
and
discouraged,
with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
to
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toga
father
elecly
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Forest,
niicceedine
f
third
Cleveland?"
The
man
the Lincoln cabinet.
Are
weakness.
or
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count
Lamont
womanly
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For some reason or other
tion gave him a full term, and at the
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not
tried
and
Have
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interest
most
the
the
you?
make
fourth
trip,
to
open all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
was not eager
Pennsylvania being
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onv needs a few doses to convince
to
1877
give
in
was Inclined to beg off, but as Man- ine- and noticeable
election, he resigned
what you need.
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today.
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who
when
Try
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undertook
senate,
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ter, he
thus resigned from the
The report that he made was so litical dynasty in Pennsylvania, mora in the very zenith of his power, and
clear snd convincing and it sov com than a eeneratlon ago, that at time's there is little doubt that he could have
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LOCAL NEWS
All hifca grado tonics used

the lean.
of garlic, ready to serve.

C.U, hot j
rowel, each and every
shave, at Sanitary Baber Shop. Nagle

,f

&

ot the popular
Aviation caps just received at Ro-senwam s.

Boston baked beans and brown
bread tonight at White Kitchen. Sup
cents.
per twenty-fiv- e

Just in

The Placita Ranch company today
took out a license to conduct a mer
cantile business at Lob Alamos.

STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
Phone Main 193 or Main 194

.

Fraternal Union of American dance,
Wednesday, February 1st at the F. B.
hall. Admission 15c. Music by Mrs.
Simlson.

Another lot of strictly
eggs, now 30c per dozen

Timothy Hay
White Cleaned

Star Cash Store,
Phone Main 224.

,

..Oats..
AND

.'IB

1214

fresh ranch
at the Gold

National ave

The Ladies'8 Altar society of the
church of the Immaculate Conception
will meet tomorrow at 2:30 o'clock
at the home of Mrs. John Papen, 1113
Eleventh street.

Bran, Corn, Corn Chops

Boots and shoes made to order for
cripples a specialty. My old customers and the public are generally In
vited to iall and see me. Joe Mar
tin 521 Sixth street.

PHIBE FLOUR"

For Rent Carriage and automobile
paint shop; best location, low rent
Splendid opportunity for one intending to change climate for health reasons. Inquire A. H. Lorenzen.

Las Vegas Rofler Mills I
$

Phone Main 131

1

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,

k,

Charles Green, who arrived here re
cently from Aluquerque and who has
een held In the city jail on request
of the officers of that city, was today
taken charge of by Deputy Sheriff
Dick Lewis of Bernalillo county. Green
is charged with leaving Albuquerque
without the formality of paying his
board bill.
Boston baked beans and brown
bread tonight at White Kitchen. Supcents.
per twenty-fiv- e

Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Sweet Peas

White

a fine S. C. White
Leghorn cockerel from the Parkside
poultry farm, Pekln, 111. This cocker:
el heads my pen of prize pullets. Setting of 15 eggs 1.00. Judd A. Detter-icPhone Purple 5353.
I have received

The wind storms of the past ten
days have deposited a large amount
of sand on the sidewalks leading
across the county bridge spanning the
GaUinas river.
It Is suggested the
prisoners in the county jail beglvon.
the chance to clean oft the sand.

ESTABLISHED 1876

Pink

A. W. Green, president of the Na
tional Biscuit
company,
passed
through Las Vegas this afternoon in
his private car, which was attached
to Santa Fe train No. 10. Mr. Green
was accompanied by membera of his
family. He has been spending sever
al weeks In California. Mr. Green
was so pleased with his trip through
the southwest on his outward journey
that he decided to return by the same
route.

Beautiful and Fragrant

$i.oo PER HUNDRED

Jealshjpt Qysters

Perry Onion & Son
Store Phone Main

4C2,

JijBt

Beef

d

QO TO THE

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store
WE ALWAYS HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

No other

n

SEWER SYSTEM WILL BE BUILT

No More Bother

Continued from Page One)
talking business. A good ewer system will rain j the value of e T
piece of properly in the city. I want
my name on t'Jo list."
the- - Investment
Representatives
gency Corporation and tfcs Mutual Improvement company siJ riiose
corporations would cheerfully jo'n n
the plan and work for sewers.
I. K. Lewis: "Sewers are a necessity. This is a good plan and 1
tope everybody will take advantage
of It"
T. W. Hayward; "I helped get up
the plan, but that Is not the reason
I favor It. From the standpoint of a
business man and one who expects
to live in Las Vegas for many years,
I think it is the test thing for the
town."
M. Cellers: "I do not live in the
proposed district but would endorse
the plan heartily if I did."
E. E. Johnson: "I have no pro-- 1
perty in the proposed district I have
examined the plan, however, and believe it a good one."
C. H. Sporleder: "Las Vegas needs
a sewer. I am for it in the quickest
and best way we can get it" .
C.
"The Flick estate
O'Malley:
wishes to be placed in the list .of
those
the committee's
favoring
plan."
C. C. Rohhins: "A good plan. My
name is already on the list"
Clarence Iden: "1 am glad to get
my name on the list'
H. C. Smith: "No better scheme
in my opinion could be devised. I
am for it."
L. W. Ilfeld:
"What makes you
ask me If I am in favor of the plan?
Tou ought to have known as much
without asking me."
was
F. H. Pierce: "The
plan
evolved after investigation into its
every phase. Of course I favor It and
want the opportunity to benefit by
it."
Judge E. V. Long: "From every
viewpoint the scheme is a good one.
I would like to agree to pay up the
minute I see sewer being laid in front
of my house."
J. H. Stearns: "Las Vegas needs
a sewer system. I have riot had an
opportunity to study the committee's
plan but would be In favor of immediate sewer construction."
"The plan lcoks
C. V. Hedgcock:
sewers and
We
me.
need
to
alright
this is a fine opportunity to secure
them."
"I haven't ?iad a
C. D. Boucher:
chance to study the plan. There is.
however, no doubt but we need a
sewer system. I am in favor of oulld- ing it."
"As chairman cf
M. M. Padgett:
the committee and knowing the thor
u
made by the comough investift-atlomittee and lawyers and engineers emthe
ployed by us, I believe the plan
best possible means of sewe- conthat could have been
struction
evolved."
Tomorrow The Optic will tabulate
the list of sewer lioostera. The names
will be printed from day to day. It
is expected the list will ?row like
Jack's beanstalk. Don't wait 'or
somebody to chU on you and atk
your views. Get in the crowd by
telephoning your name to The Optic
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Sealshipt Oysters are ALL Solid
Oyster Meat No water, hence no waste.
The price of Sealshipt is the standard
of value. If you pay LESS you get
less. Ask for FREE BOOK of receipts
for delicious oyster dishes unknown
luland.
,
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STEARNS,

PURE THING8 TO EAT

The greatest danger from influenza
la of its resulting in pneumonia. This
can be obviated by using Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, as it not only
cures influenza, but counteracts any
tendency of the disease towards
Sold by all druggists.
penu-moni-

$450

$500 V

.

with your

Washing
when it Is sent to ua. We take
all the work, the bother and the
worry from your shoulders. And
how much more comfortable it
makes Monday for all the family, not to have the washing in
the house.
We call for your week's washing regularly and promptly. We
wash all the clothes, starch the
pieces that need it, dry all the
clothes and iron and fold, ready
'for use .the bed and table linen,
towels and other flat pieces.
Tou know our process is sanitary and safe. Tou will appreciate too, it's reliability, quickness and the quality of our'

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"

work.

See our "Rough Dry" list for
prices, and try us next week.

'OU CAN

Hoosier

ilffP?

Las Vegas Steam Launclry

tbef Lobby, of course.- I

i j

t

Kitchen

Cabinet as cheap

examine them.
HOPE

OF

MIRACLE

BLASTED

Pittsburg, Jan. 31. Margaret Ship
ley, twenty-fiv- e
years old of McKees- port, who has fasted eight days in the
belief that she would then see, came
out of the trance tonight
The young woman arose from her
bed and walked unsteadily to a chair.
Following the advice of religious fol- loewrs, she did not go to a window
and look out. It had been said by
friends that when she looked out of the
window her sight would be restored.
Newspaper men were in attendance
and their unanimous verdict was that
the expected miracle had failed. An
endeavor was made to test the girl's
sight ,but the woman's friends ob
jected.
Miss Shipley has been blind since
birth. Eight days ago she claimed to
have a revelation. A faat and studious attention to the Bible were to res
;
tore her sight
Friends of Miss Shipley have not
lost heart and expect the miracle at
noon tomorrow.

It is a pleasure for us to show our goods.

J.

JOHNSEN

C.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.

Testerday the government thermometer at the Normal University reMany
gistered sixty-fou- r
degrees.
people thought this the warmest day
in the year but they were mistaken.
Early in the month the temperature
got up to seventy-tw- o
degrees.

i

V

Phone Mdn 227.

Wholesale
and Retail

For La Grippe Coughs and Stuffy
Colds
Take Foley's Honey and Tar. it
bives quick relief and expels the cold
no
from your system. It contains
opiate, it is safe and sure. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Ding Co.

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal , all sizes.
:

...-,.-

Kill time and rf will
come back to haunt you.

eventually

cSs LUMP

.

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. 'W.
CONDON
'

sprained ankle will usually disable the injured person for three or
four weeks. This is due to lack or
proper treatment. When Chamberlain's Liniment is applied a cure may
be effected in three or four days. This
liniment is one of the best and most
remarkable preparations in use. Sold
by all druggists.

Foot of Main St.

A

'

I
1

Phone Main 21

All
ji

I JUST RECEIVED

i
A complete

assortment of
Lindquist Cracker Co's.
star line of

l

Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy, it
should not' be allowed to run on until
it becomes troublesome. Sold by all
druggists.
Labor is ennobling, hut a lot of
Americans are opposed to nobility.
For either acute or chronic kidney
disorders, for annoying and painful
urinary irregularities take Foley Kidney Pills. An honest and effective
medicine for kidney and bladder disorders. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
it)
''''

Fancy Crackers
V

For Extreme
Comfort Wer

V

Martha
Washington
Comfort Shoes

borrows the
'cloak of patience and poses aa virtue.

Pilgrim Tea Biscuit
Queen Salted Wafers
Vanilla Wafers
Ginger Wafers
Peanut Wafers

I

Cocoanut Almond
Wafers
Fig Bars
Lemon Wafers
"Smart Set" Soda

1

All widths and sizes
Tvw different styles

!

j Laziness '.sometimes

& SON

Exclusive Agents.

PRICES $2.25 to $2.50 1

.

, Best draught beer in the city

a

BUY

in Las Vegas! as you can
in Chicago. Come in and

Phone Main 81.

Tony Faust .Budwelser beer
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye,, aged
on tap at the Opera Bar and Is one
of the finest draft beers served over in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. .At the Lobby, of course.
any bar in the city.
is

'
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long-weari-

Footwear
$400

shoes stand

ar

day wear as Regals do.
We should like to supply the business
men of this town with stylish, snug- Regals. You'll
fitting,
find Regals comfortable, serviceable
satisfactory in every way.

Business !R
$350

ready-to-we-

up Under the continual strain of every-

Most
Serviceable

Las Vegas. N. M.

FOR SALE Single comb Rhode Island Red eggs J2.00 and $1.00 setting of 15. Phone Main 323. E. S.
Lewis.

OMMMORWALK.COW'

REGALrSHES'

ea

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
man seldom
The absent-mindeto pick up his change.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if it
tails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signaMany persons find themselves affected with a persistent cough after
ture is on each box. 25c
an attack of influenza. As this cough
can be promptly cured by the use of
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

'LSHmTOYSTERSYSTEM1

Mutton
Porl

Pickles, Etc

Food cooked in "Fnlper'' casseroles, and f rtbeiiware has never even
tx left in the vessel
a suspicion of taste of iron or tin about it; it- It is true 4bat
indefinitely without causing ptomaine or lead poisoning.
imported earthen wear is made with a lead glaze, owing to methods used
IT
this sort of glaze cracks, some of the lead
abroad in manufacturing
is apt to get into the food, and may cause serious trouble to those partaking of it. But with Fnlper earthenware, all the parts of the vesoel which
coma in contact with the food are covered with glaze which has no lead in
it whatever. It is desireable therefore to see tbat every piece of earthenware yon by has the name "Fnlper" stamped on the bottom.. For Sale by

d

FOR THE BEST OF
Chicken
Sausages
All Kinds
Fish

Lead Poisoning:

office, Main 2.

Ranch Phone 276.

Veal

I

LUDYVIQ WM. 1LFELD,

Automobile, carriage and sign
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.
, ..

PER POUND 45 CENTS
TIE

Buhler.

An excellent variety

Sliced on our Meat Slicer to your order in any
amount in very thin slices IS DELICIOUS
FOR LUNCH.

No Danger of

Col

-

I

meat, chopped very fine,
fat distributed through
Highly spiced, with a faint suggestion

A Fresh Shipment

f?

ette's barber shop.

DRY SAUSAGE

Made from lean pork ham
small cubes of hard back

;J

N

Romero Merc Co. I

,

Wafers
Vienna Biscuit.
AT

BOUCHER'S

I
;

